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Today: Pleasant breeze, 60°F (J 6°C)
Tonight: Partly cloudy, 41°F (SoC)
Tomorrow: Party cloudy, 54°F (12°C)
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Permit Concerns'
ImperilCambridge
'Fraternity Events
Cambridge Licensing Commission Levies
Rush Sanctions on Kappa Sigma, ATO
By Frank Dabek

dance. As a result, the Interfraternity Council will not host large events
The Cambridge Licensing Comin Cambridge until it determines
mission has dealt a double blow to
that all houses have obtained all
MIT's Cambridge-based fraternities.
necessary permits, said Russel L.
At a hearing Thursday, the comSpieler '00, IFC Judicial Committee
mission handed down stiff penalties
chair.
.
against Alpha Tau Omega and Kappa
Both the city and the Institute are
Sigma and simultaneously
alerted
seeking clarification on the issue of
.MIT to regulations that prohibit hous-' the assembly permits.
es from hosting events attended by
Associate Dean Neal H. Dorow,
more than 50 individuals.
said that his office is acting under
Kappa Sig will lose its housing
the conservative assumption that the
license tor 30 days during next fall's
commission is "putting all license
rush as a result of an incident in
holders on notice." Dorow, who acts
which a' female party-goer was hosas adviser to fraternities, sororities
pitalized after becoming intoxicated
and independent living groups, said
.at the Memorial Drive fraternity.
.that it was unclear what regulations
ATO's sanctions, which are the . fraternities .would have .to meet to
result -of a raucous New Year's
obtain the necessary permits.
party, include a ten day housing susScali said that it is the commispension, also during rush.
sion' s understanding
that each
The penalties make dear a new .house which intends to host events
strictness with respect to alcohol
needs 'to apply for an extension of
violations on the part of the comtheir certificate
of inspection
to
mission. It is "no longer a rite of
allow such events.
passage. to be able to be drunk at 11
Robert Bersani, commissioner of
frat house," said Richard Scali, the
Inspectional Services, said that such
commission's executive officer.
extensions would be issued on a case, by-case basis, taking into consideraLicensing concerns halt events
tion building code compliance and
Overshadowing
the rulings
the precise zoning of the property.
against individual houses is a new
Other -factors could include
understanding
between MIT and
handicap accessibility and access to
Cambridge that houses must obtain
rest rooms, Scali said. Meeting such
city-issued permits to hold events
with more than 50 people in attenUcensing, Page 23
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President Chartes M. Vest, Ray and Maria Stata, Chainnan of the Corporation Alex d' Arbeloff and Alexander W. Dreyfoos, Jr. break.ground for the new Stata Center.

Corporation Hikes Thition Again
By Rima Amaout

"If we're going to build new housing, especially for graduate students
Students are planning the annual
. .. we need to increase [room and
tuition riot this week in' protest to
board rates] a bit to generate the
yet another tuition hike. Tuition is
resources
necessary
to properly
up 4.2 percent, from $25,000 this
maintain them."
year to $26, 050.
The increase of room and board
The cost of room and board will
may also help eliminate cost as a
also increase 3.9 percent to make
variable when deciding where to
the overall cost of attending MIT
live, Bacow said. "When we keep
$33,225 a year.'
.
dorm rents low, it also puts pressure
on the entire housing system ...
Housing, athletics cause bike
FSILGs have to keep their rents low
"The increases
in room and
as well," Bacow said.
board have been under the rate of
. The' fact that the class of 2004
inflation for some time now," said . has a I,OOO-member cap has not
Chancellor Lawrence S. Bacow '72.
been a factor in the decisionto raise
NEWSEDITOI?

tuition, Bacow said.
. In addition, part of the increase
in tuition will go toward the athletics program: the administration has
eliminated the athletics card for next
year.
Financial

aid program

examined

MIT Financial Aid expects a
$7,600 self-help commitment from
students. That amount has not risen
wijh the tuition increase.
Although the amount is not rising, MIT already expects over a
thousand dollars more in self-help
Tuition, Page 18

l\fiT Students Participate
.'In Primary Campaigns
By Laura McGrath Moulton

porters .will go to Cambridge polling
locations to hold signs and pass out
Conventional wisdom says that
campaign literature.
George W. Bush and Al Gore are
McCain supporters are planning
likely to be the big winners in , to organize an event on the steps of
tomorrow's
Super Tuesday pri77 Massachusetts
Avenue tomormaries.
row, said Eric J. Cholankeril '02,
Here at MIT, students are out, to
coordinator for MIT Students for
prove conventional wisdom wrong.
McCain 2000.
Many are organizing in support of
Smith said that sincerity and an
underdogs Bill Bradley and John
intellectual
side are behind the
McCain, offering Gore only lukeappeal of Bradley and McCain.
warm support and in general ignor"You've got these two genuine,
ing Bush.
thinking people," Smith said.
"Most
students
here
have
McCain attracts newcomers
. eschewed the establishment candidates," said Christopher D. Smith
MIT's
chapter
of College
'01, Bradley supporter and treasurer
Republicans is currently inactive.
of the MIT College Democrats.
Former College Republicans officer
LEONID DROZHININ-THE
TECH
In preparation for today's primaJonathan K. Lie G said he was not
Arizona Senator John McCain promotes his campaign for the Republican nomination in Copley Square
ry, the College Democrats will have
aware of any "Students for Bush
Saturday afternoon. Latest polls show that McCain is currently leading George W. Bush by some 30
booths in Lobby 10 and the Student
precentage points in Massachusetts, though he trails in many other super tuesday states.
Center. Smith said that Bradley supPrimaries, Page 29
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Tax-Free
NEWSDAY
WA HI

GTO

While online retail sales totaled 13 billion last year sales taxes
were collected on only 20 percent of transactions, according to Forrester Research Inc. of Cambridge, Ma s. The problem of lost tax
revenues will grow dramatically as online sales grow to 184 billion
in 2004, the firm projected. In the words of
aryland Gov. Parris
Glendening, the states face "a very, very difficult situation. For some
states, it's going to be a disaster. Then they'll either ha e to cut services massively or seek an alternate revenue source."
But that was just part of the dilemma the governors took to the
White House and to Congress last week. For as forcefully as Leavitt"
argued about the need to.protect sales taxes asa source of revenue,
governors from Virginia and California, and to some-degree George
Pataki of New York, all representing Internet business centers,
warned against imposing any taxes that might stifle the evolution of
electronic commerce and Internet transactions. "I certainly don't
want to kill the golden goose that is laying the golden egg," said California Gov. Gray Davis.
In their meetings with President Clinton and congressional leaders, the governors urged that the federal government not pre-emptthe
states. In resolving a related dispute over how to collect sales taxes
on catalog purchases, the Supreme Court in 1992 barred states from
taxing out-of-state catalog sales and directed Congress to define the
commercial and tax marketplace. Congress responded with a moratorium on any Internet taxes that expires in October 200 I.

Gasoline Price Hike Expected Soon
THE WASHINGTON

POST
WASHI

GTO

The government told motorists Monday to get used to high gasoline prices through the summer vacation season and predicted that
regular gasoline could reach $1.80 a gallon.
The spike in prices - already inching toward $1.50 a gallon at
Washington area gas stations - is likely to occur even if the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries agrees later this month, as
the U.S. expects, to increase its production of crude oil, the Energy
Department said in its latest monthly forecast.
But prices could soar even more, the department said, if the OPEC
cartel declines to increase production. As it is now, worldwide consumption of oil is 2 million barrels a day greater than supply.
The oil producers cut production by 4 million barrels a day over
the past year in a successful effort to boost oil prices. Oil prices have
soared from $11 a barrel in late 1998 to more than $30 a barrel at the
moment. Light, sweet crude oil for April delivery closed at $32.18
Monday on the New York Mercantile Exchange - the highest closing price since November 1990.

fornia Democrats.
themes
to win over teetering
For the Republicans, California
Democrats.
has taken a back seat to hand-to"Bradley had his moment, but in
hand combat in a succession
of
the final analysis, he was not able to
states following McCain's big win
. articulate a reason for the Democin New Hampshire - South Carolirats to abandon the nominee," said
na, where Bush triumphed; MichiDarry Sragow, a veteran Democratgan, where McCain upended Bush;
ic consultant.
and Washington, where Bush cut off
All told, the primary campaigns
McCain's momentum for a second
have underscored a basic truth about
time.
California politics: Despite all the
The Times poll found Bush with
national nattering about the state's
a comfortable lead among Califorquirky image, it is immensely diffinia's Republican voters, 47 percent
cult for underdogs to mount a sucto McCain's 26 percent, and even
cessful campaign. The place is too
McCain aides have stopped suggestbig, too expensive and too distracted
ing that he could win the 162 delefrom politics to allow most insurgates at stake Tuesday.
gent campaigns to succeed.
McCain senior adviser Ken
'California is obviously a huge
Khachigian admitted that the camnut to crack when you are the
paign suffered last week, when it
underdog campaign, the underfiwas embroiled in controversies over
nanced campaign,"
Sragow said.
McCain attacks on leaders of the
"It's pretty hard to make something
religious right and on his refusal to
happen in California unless you
. attend a Los Angeles debate with
focus entirely on the state."
Bush and a third GOP candidate,
That, of course, was not possiAlacans.
ble. Since Bradley was defeated by
"Governor Bush was here first,"
Gore in New Hampshire one month
said California
state Sen. Jim
ago, the former New Jersey senator
Brulte, the leader of Bush" s forces
has traveled from coast to coast, tryin the state. "He was here first, with
ing to build momentum somewhere.
the most, and he closed a lot of the
A Los Angeles Times poll pubsale before John McCain even hit
lished last week showed him behind
anybody's radar screen."
Gore by a 5-1 margin among Cali-

By Cathleen Decker
LOS ANGELES

TIMES

On the final weekend before the
presidential
campaign's
single
biggest primary day, the candidates
were galloping around the country
in search of votes. But in California,
they might as well have been running in place.
George W. Bush and Al Gore,
their parties' establishment princes,
continued to hold finn leads within
their own ranks again t challengers
John McCain and Bill Bradley,
whose campaigns were characterized in California
more by lost
opportunities than success.
Republican analyst Tony Quinn,
echoing the comments of others,
said McCain got off-track, losing
his reformist message in the backand-forth with the Texas governor
about the religious right and campaign tactics.
McCain and his camp "got themselves off-message," Quinn said. "I
thought he would have had much
more traction here (in California)."
The race for California's
367
Democratic delegates, meanwhile,
never got off the ground. Analysts
had long s en evidence of weakness
in support for the vice president, but
his rival never came up with the

Three Cops Guilty of Haitian's
Beating Cover-Up in New York
By Patricia Hurtado

Bradley's Final Presidential Push
LOS ANGELES

TIMES
PROVIDE

CEo R,I.

The guest was Bill Bradley, and the hundreds of .students jammed
into a stately campus hall at Brown University late last week buzzed
with anticipation.
In what appears to be the waning days of the Bradley campaign,
increasingly there are moments like these when the candidate seems
to be just going through the motions.
On Sunday, with the crush ofIf Democratic primaries and caucuses less than 48 hours away, his schedule was' appropriately hectic
as he campaigned in New York, Maryland and Ohio. But with polls
showing him running far behind Al Gore in all three states, Bradley
appears to be laying the groundwork for a graceful exit from the race.
Appearing on NBC's "Meet the Press," Bradley did take a swipe
at Gore, characterizing him as a politician voters "can barely tolerate." But he also acknowledged that the harsh tone that had marked
the Democratic race had "calmed down."

NEWSDAY
NEWYORK
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Former New York police officer
Charles Schwarz and two colleagues
were convicted Monday of conspiring to conceal Schwarz's role in the
sexual assault of Haitian immigrant
Abner Louima three years ago.
The federal jury concluded that
Schwarz, Thomas Bruder, 33, and
Thomas Wiese, 36, lied to cover up
Schwarz's role in the Aug. 9, 1997,
assault in a rest room of a police station house in Brooklyn.
Schwarz, 34, convicted last year
of restraining Louima. while Justin
Volpe sodomized him with wooden stick, looked initially stunned,
then enraged as the verdict was
announced. He cursed at his lawyer,
Ronald Fischetti, and said, "They're

a

Now we can start the healing .
process."
U.S. District
Court
Judge
Eugene Nickerson, who presided
over the case in Brooklyn, Monday
'set an- April 7 return date for the
defendants.
When
the
verdict
was
announced, Bruder stared in disbelief, saying, "There is no justice.
This is a travesty."
Apparently overcome by emotion, he first put his head down on
the defense table and then buried his
head on the shoulder of his lawyer,
Stuart London.
The defendants' supporters 'and
their families erupted with the verdict: Bruder's girlfriend burst into
tears and Wiese's mother collapsed
in the hallway outside the courtroom sobbing.

... liars."
He reddened, then punched the
air angrily with his fist as he was led
away by U.S. marshals, and could
be heard cursing and yelling from a
holding pen adjacent to the courtroom, "They convicted me twice.
Two ... times."
Schwarz already faces up to life
in prison for his federal conviction
last June for depriving Louima of
his civil rights.
All three face up to five years
imprisonment with this latest conviction. .
Louima was not in the courtroom, but at a news conference after
the verdict,
Samuel Nicolas,
a
cousin and family spokesman, said,
"This is not a happy occasion for us.
We are not opening champagne bottles. Abner is still recuperating ...
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Here Comes the Sun, and I Say...
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By Greg Lawson and Robert Korty
With spring officially coming in thirteen days, we're all left wondering
what that pesky groundhog was talking about-spring
really has seemed to
come early. And though we'd be crazy to write-off winter still so early in
March, a slowly approaching high pressure system will see above average
temperatures through to the end of the week. The upper-level picture is full
of activity, especially in the west where we have a cut-off low embedded in
a deep trough. Over the Midwest, we have a broad, soaring ridge shielding
that area from stormy weather. In conjunction with this ridge, the aforementioned surface high is streaming warm Gulf air up north which gave Minnesota temperatures a fuU36°F (l5°C) above normal yesterday.
Locally, the high will bring us warmer air today via its southwesterly
flow. As it moves offshore, however, cooler Canadian air will attempt to
sneak southwestward,
the classic backdoor cold front, but our friendly
neighborhood high won'r let it in. The whole area will be flushed later in the
week (probably Thursday night) by a large system coming in from the west,
but not be-fore it brings us warm southern air. There's potential rain that
night. Otherwise, all is dandy. Enjoy the continued warmth.
Today: Mild and mostly clear. Pleasant breeze (except at the base of
the Green Building) out of the west. High of 60°F (16°C).
Tonight: Mild and partly cloudy. Continued warm breeze. Low of only
41°F (5°C).
Wednesday: Perfectly mediocre. Partly cloudy. High of 54°F (l2°C).
Low 40°F (4°C).
Thursday: Pick of the week. Temps into the low 60's (16-18°C).
Potential showers in the evening. Low 45°F (7°C).
Friday and Beyond: Cooler but still above average. Partly cloudy.
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Jet Skids Off Runway in L.A.,
Stops Yards from Gas Station

LOS ANGELES TIMES
PINE VALLEY. CALIF,

Three suspected undocumented immigrants died and 28 others
were rescued Monday in the frigid mountains of eastern San Diego
County following a weekend storm that dropped eight inches of snow
and sent temperatures plummeting into the low 20s.
'
The dead - two men and a woman - belonged to groups trudging separately from Mexico through the rugged, snow-capped
expanse about 50 miles east of San Diego, authorities said. The two
spots where the bodies were found sit in a rural corridor favored by
immigrant smugglers that is not far from where eight migrants died in
a snowstorm last spring.
Of those rescued Monday, nine people were transported to four
area' hospitals, suffering symptoms of exposure to the extreme cold.
The migrants, some dressed in lightweight clothes and sneakers,
were traveling in three groups when they were caught in Sunday's
powerful storm. The deceased and nearly all of the survivors were
found near Mount Laguna, a 5,975-foot peak along the edge of the
Cleveland National Forest. '
Migrants who were part of a group of II told Border Patrol agents
that they had trekked for two days and nights and were abandoned by
the pair of smugglers who led them across the border.
"These people, not being familiar with the area, being disoriented
and suffering the first symptoms of hypothermia, were lost," said
U.S. Border Patrol spokeswoman Gloria Chavez.
Mexican consular officials said they had interviewed seven of the
hospitalized survivors and that all were from the southern Mexican
state of Oaxa~a.

Several passengers and witnessAs the plane skidded across Holes said the plane appeared
to
lywood Way, it struck a Ford TauLOS A GELES TIMES
approach the runway too steep and
rus, carrying a woman and an infant.
LOSA GELE
too fast.
But officials
said neither were
'We were screaming down the
A Southwest Airlines jet carryinjured.
tarmac,"
said passenger
Kevin
Federal Aviation Administration
ing 137 passengers and five crew
McCoy, a Los Angeles area busiofficials said it was too soon to
members careened off a Burbank
ness executive who was returning
Airport runway Sunday night, skiddetermine the cause of the accident,
from a weekend vacation in Las
but a spokesman said it appeared the
ding to a stop on an adjacent street
Vegas with his wife. "When we hit
pilot overshot the runway.
where it hit a car. Three people were
the barriers, it was explosive."
slightly injured.
"It's too early to tell (the cause)
except perhaps that he landed too
Although the landing was frightThe jet, a 737 'arriving from Las
long," said FAA spokesman Louis
ening, passengers said no one on
Vegas, was landing at about 6:'11
board panicked as the plane came to
p.m. PST when it slid off the. wet
Diaz.
Victor Gill, director of public
a stop and the crew began evacuapavement, broke through a barrier at ,
and community affairs for the Bur- -tion.
the end of the runway and came to a
bank-Glendale-Pasadena
airport
"1 doubt there's a single person
stop on Hollywood Way a few yards
about 15 miles north of downtown
on this plane that doesn't feel like
from a gas station.
Los Angeles, said the airport never
the luckiest person in the world,"
The pilot suffered cuts to his
said McCoy.
.
shut down following the accident.
calp and was taken to a nearby hosThe plane came to a test only a
Gill said the National Transpital where he was listed in fair conportation Safety Board has requestfew yards from the gas station, with
ition. Two passengers were also
twisted lengths of the runway's bared the plane remain on Hollywood
transported
to the hospital comrier sticking out of the plane's
Way until the investigation is complaining of back pains. There were
pleted. ,
also listed in fair condition.
engines.

China Boosts Defense Spending,
Struggles To.Raise Growth Rate
-

young people who enter the job
THE WASHINGTON POST'
market each year. Last year China's
BEIJING, CHlN~
economy grew by 7.1 percent.
Chinese leaders painted a picture
"We must make great efforts to
Monday of an economy still strugincrease domestic demand to progling to shake off the effects of the
mote fast, healthy development of
Asian financial crisis,.forecasting
the national
economy,"
Zeng
only a 7 percent growth rate and a Peiyang, head of the State Developrecord budget deficit. Defense
ment Planning Commission,
told
spending will get another doubleabout 2,900 delegates to the annual
digit rise, however, reflecting the
l l-day session of parliament. Zeng
army's continued ability to wring . said he expected urban unemploymore money out of a cash-strapped
ment to rise from 3 percent to 3.5
government.
percent because of efforts' to reform
The figures were contained in
China's
lumbering
state-owned,
two reports on China's economy
enterprises.
Many economists
and budget presented on the second
believe the real figure is substantialday of the Third Session of the
ly higher.
National People's Congress.
Separately,' Finance Minister
A 7 percent growth rate is conXiang Huaicheng presented a draft
sidered slow in China, which needs
budget that projects a record deficit
to grow 5 percent just to create
of $28 billion, caused in part by the
enough jobs for the 5Q"mill~on
continuation of a plan to pour bil-

Lawsuit Takes School Prayer
To Supreme Court
LOS ANGELES TIMES

lions of dollars into moribund staterun industries and infrastructure
projects. Interest payments from bil- .
lions of treasury bills are also being
included in the deficit this year. Last
year's shortfall was $18.3 billion.
Xiang also said that export tax
rebates aimed at promoting overseas
sales are expected to rise nearly 28
percent to $9.75 billion. Western
governments and businesses have
criticized this program, contending it
amountsto
a hidden subsidy and
thereby violates international trade
rules. China is seeking entry to the
World Trade Organization, where the
program would likely be challenged.
Xiang announced that publicly
acknowledged defense spending in
2000 would rise 12.7 percent to
$14.6 billion, with the increase
going mainly to salaries and subsidies.
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Suspected Border-Crossers
Die in Snowstonn

By Hugo Martin
and Johnathan Briggs

By John Pomfret

~

Public prayer may return to America's schools this year, thanks to
thedetermined efforts of this small and strongly Baptist town near
the Texas Gulf Coast.
No one doubts that students may pray privately at their desks, or
join with friends to pray together at lunch time. And for at least a
decade, students have had the right to meet before class or after
school to study the Bible or pray.
But the school board here wants something more: a student leading a prayer at school events, ranging from assemblies and graduation
ceremonies to Friday night football games.
Later this month, the school board's case will go before the U.S.
Supreme Court, and it could transform the school-prayer issue nationwide. If the justices uphold student-led prayers, the decision could clear
the way for all schools to put the question of public prayers to a vote of
their students.
The Santa Fe school board's crusade has been joined by Texas governor and Republican presidential hopeful George W. Bush, who has filed
court papers arguing that student-led prayer at school events should be
legal nationwide. In recent days, the role of religion in public life has
emerged as a key point of controversy in the GOP presidential primaries.
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Calendar

Muddy Board Board Meeting*

7
10
13
14
1,5
16
27'
29
_April

Wine and Cheese social (Sloan + 'MIT'). 57pm, Walker Memorial .
Activities Committee Meeting *
Orientation Committee Meeting.
5pm at 50-220
Housing and Community Affairs Committee
Meeting. 5:30pm at Ashdown Crafts Lounge.

Academics, Research, and Careers
Committee Meeting *
Meet the Officers - Coffee Hour ..

For Institute ./Iwards?

Officer Nomination Deadline

Submit your nomination bv March 17

**************************

For more info., check out the Awards page.
hnp:ll~mit.edu/activities/gsc

• Calendar

General Council Meeting - Officers 2000-2001
Election
All graduate students are welcome. Food is provided.

4

*

@ 5:30 in 50:220 (above the muddy)
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AT LARGE

with 100 million of that sum devoted to student life, it is ludicrous to ask students, many of whom face difficulty contending
with ever-rising tuition bills, to open their wallets again to fix
this problem. We fear that this will set a precedent - when
other little problems appear on campus, the Institute will tack
another $50 on to tuition.
While we disagree with the decision to raise the athletics
fee (thereby forcing every student to pay this surcharge), we are
even angrier at the process by which this decision was made.
The administration did not follow a clear and open process in
reaching this decision, but instead made a decision veiled in
darkness, rife with typical administrative doublespeak.
Knowing the unpopularity' of the idea, the administration
cbose not to publicly announce this decision and seek feedback,
but instead casually mentioned that it had actually implemented
the athletics fee at a forum last week. Dean Rosalind Williams'
assurances notwithstanding ["Athletics Fund Bump Not a 'Fee,'
Mar. 3], this tuition increase is a fee, and to claim otherwise
only compounds an already sour situation and raises further
doubts about the honesty of the administration.
Perhaps the administration was hoping that nobody would
notice if an extra $50 fee was snuck onto tuition bills. Unfortunately for them, The Tech did notice, and we condemn the decision - and the process by which it was made.

Hate Speech Unacceptable
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The Tech opposes the Institute's decision to impose a $50
athletics fee on each student. This tax will not result in benefits
such as facilitie improvement or the return of N teams. More
importantly, the process by which
thi decision was made is terribly
suspect.
Last fall, the Institute floated a trial balloon - raising the
price of the athletics card to $50. That balloon was quickly
popped by overwhelming student reaction against the fee. But,
instead of listening to the students' strong opinion that the cost
to students of using the athletics facilities should not be
increased, the administration bas snuck in a surcharge which
every student, not just athletics card holders, must pay.
The fee increase is especially absurd considering the spotty
services provided to the MIT community by the Athletics Department. The fitness facilities, for example, are disgraceful compared
to those of other colleges (our "peer institutions"), and the decision to cut all junior varsity sports teams needlessly deprives many
MIT students of a chance to participate In team athletics. The
increase would have been easier to stomach if the added funds
addressed these situations, but the Athletics Department has been
clear that this fee will not bring N teams back, nor is there any
guarantee that facilities will see any short-term upgrades.
At a time when the Institute is seeking to raise $1.5 billion,

One would think that at an institution like MIT, students .
would be open-minded enough to respect or at least tolerate
other members oftbe MIT community ..Alas, that's not always
the case.
In the last two weeks, two acts
of gay bashing have been brought
to public attention. In the first incident, a gay student at East
Campus received an e-mail threatening his life and recalling the
attack on Matthew Shepard, a gay University of Wyoming .
freshman who was beaten to death in 1998.
In the second incident, a series of vitriolic e-mails referring
to the Interfraternity Council as the "Inter-Faggotry Council"
and the "most homosexual greek society in the nation" were
sent to ifc-talk, a popular public mailing list.
Most students know better and probably find the aforemen-

Editorial'

tioned examples of hate speech to be immature and outrageous.
However, for some reason, similar incidents recur year after
year. For example, nearly two years ago, vandals marred Lambda Chi' Alpha's Smoot marks on the Harvard bridge to read,
"Halfway to Queersville" and "LC Gay." Tau Epsilon Phi was
also a victim of anti-homosexual vandalism.
Students who engage in such immature behayior should
realize that there's more at stake than just their reputations. The
perception of the entire MIT community is at stake.' When a stu.dent flames a public mailing list with anti-gay remarks, every
member of the MIT community 'is embarrassed.
Under the 'First Amendment, everyone is granted the right
to be a public bigot. Such people, however, must be prepared to
receive .public criticisms - such as ours. Bigotry is disgusting, .
and there is never an excuse for it.

Letters To The 'Editor'Sliced Bread'
Better Than Athena
In response (and agreement) to Jesse
Boehm's letter ["How About Windows?",
Feb. 29], I'd like to say that you're not alone
in wanting to have a Windows cluster. Even
some of us Course 6ers would like to see it
happen:
I've never understood why MIT hypes the
Athena system as the best thing for computing
since sliced bread. I run Windows NT 4.0 on
one of my computers in my donn room, and I
run Windows 98 and Windows 2000 on the
other. I've used Unix, sure, and it has jts good
parts, but as a general-purpose computing
environment, I just don't think Unix cuts it.
The Athena system isn't even particularly
easy to use compared to some of the other
options that are available- on Unix systems
(Gnome, KDE). To make things worse,
Athena isn't compatible with many of the
applications I like to use on my computers. I
can't use Outlook to read mail. I can't use
Internet Explorer to access WebSIS. I have to tell friends at other colleges to send e-mails
with attachments to a different e-mail address,
because otherwise they're too difficult to
extract and view!
Overall, Athena has become nearly useless
to me. There is almost nothing I can do on
Athena that I can't do on my own computers,
and better. I only use it for class assignments
that I can't do anywhere else, and even then, I

hate to trudge down to the cluster. Once in a
while, I'll check e-mail, but that's it. Browsing the web is a nightmare on Athena;
Netscape takes three minutes to start and then
crashes every half hour. For comparison, on
my computers, IE takes two .seconds to start

and never-crashes.
a shame that' an institution like MIT
has a computer system that is so obtuse that
even CS majors get frustrated with It.

It's

~att Craighead '02
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Housing System as Problem Set
Guest Column

Jeff Roberts
Over the past year and a half I've been a
student of the MIT residence system, noticing
and appreciating the diversity which exists
among all its various living groups. The living
group is clearly the strongest social unit on this
campus, and from what I've learned of MIT
conventional wisdom, the strength of the living
group communities always has and always will.
inhibit any social unity across the campus. But I
still maintain that a broader campus-wide community is possible because when you take a
broader glance, our living groups all look the
same. Here's a reason why, in terms an MIT
student will appreciate.
No matter what department we claim to be
in, we are all engineers. Whether we study
chemistry or literature or economics, we all
know that the reason we're here is because we
love to spot problems and whip up solutions.
And everyone knows that engineering doesn't
just happen in the lab. I've seen people do at
least 12 credits' worth of work so they can have
enough stereo power to entertain most of the
. greater metropolitan region. I've found that the
living groups of MIT are similarly the result of
problem solving-community engineering, if you
will. Furthermore, the "cultures'? of all the living groups at MIT result from distinctsolutions
to the same problem. That's what brings them
all together. The question every single living
group is asking itself is, "How do we escape the
overbearing pressure put on us by MIT?"
It's'tough to get by at MIT, make ~o mistake

about it. Within the halls and classrooms of 77
Massachusetts Avenue, an MIT tudent's life is
dominated by exams, problem sets, lab work
and demanding professors. With a student's life
so closely controlled by these outside forces,
and with a need to retain some shred of hum anity, students react by claiming control over what
little life they have left. That is why, for years,
students have claimed their houses as their own
and will react very sensitively to any attempt by
MIT to take control of them. Each living group
has to find its own way to assert that students
are really in charge.
Our system of independent living groups,
extending from Cambridgeport to Boston to
Brookline, is the prime example of how living
groups like to be free from the control of the
Institute. Not only are they owned and managed
by groups of students, but their locations away
from campus also serve to assert their independence. But even in the dormitory system, my
particular field of expertise, students find ways
to. escape outside control. Many of them paint
their walls, something which I (though no in a
derogatory sense) find similar to dogs marking
their territory. Speaking of which, some dOnDS
even include dogs, cats and other varieties of
fish as a way to make them feel more like
homes and less like pieces of the Institute.
. Living groups engineer their community by
having student-organized house dinners, floor
parties, foosball tournaments, television-view ..
in:g events and various other kinds of activities.
Some living groups take on the dynamic of
large families, providing students with mutuai
support to combat academic pressures. And
some groups rely on the old college failsafe:

beer. Just like any engineering problem, there
are many solutions.
After saying all this, I'd like to point out an
aspect of engineering design that could be
improved by the living groups. This is the concept of teamwork: Living groups have been
busy for a long time trying to come up with
solutions on their own, and it's time they started
realizing that they can rely on each other for
help. If everyone's out there solving the same
problem, why not try solving it together?
A good example of teamwork is the Weekends@MIT program being promoted by Chancellor Lawrence S. Bacow. The precedent set
by the Purple Fred party is a valuable one. Two
living groups, one a fraternity and one a donn.
got together, made use of their respective cultures and their creativity, came up with an idea
for how students can have fun on a weekend,
put together the resources (with the help, but
not the control, of MIT), and offered their
invention for the benefit of the entire community. Truly a commendable example of cooperative engineering design and implementation,
which I hope to see more of in the future.
But it doesn't end there. We should continue
looking to each other, thinking about old ideas,
and creating new ideas to make everyone's life
better. In those precious few moments when
they turn off the hose, we have to be ready to
take advantage of it. And since we're all getting
soaked together, I figure we should find ways to
dry off together too. After all, we're MIT students, and should be able to come up with better
solutions for everything. Right?
.

Jeff Roberts is
2002.

a member

of the Class of

'Most Out-of-Date'rThe Grammys
Veena Thomas
-)

·f

There's an old story about bow several hundred years ago, people in China were asked estimate the length -of the emperor's nose. No one
had ever seen the emperor before, and thus bad'
zero information regarding the subject. But, as
they reasoned, if they questioned enough people, gathered a large sample size, and averaged
the results together, surely they would reach a
vety 'accurate' estimation.'
The 10,000 music professionals votingfor
the Grammy winners love this story.
.,
The National Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences
(NARAS)
understandably
-retinkered its selection' process in 1995, sensing
so'metliing .wrong with its horrible record in
picking top 'music 'awards. Music legends like
the Beatles and Bob Dylan were ignored while
in their music prime. In 1975, The Captain and
.Tennille's "Love Will Keep Us Together" beat
. out Bm~e Springsteen's "Born to Run."
. Finally, NARAS realized what was painfully clear to the rest of us: the number of people.
picking an award is far less important than the
level of expertise among the selection committee. So in 1995, NARAS appointed a smaller
selection committee for the top four music
prizes, in order to eliminate some obviously
unworthy choices popular among the general
voting body. Has it worked?
Apparently riot. This year's Grammynomi-

,

.

nees featured what MSNBC described.as "the
interchangeable Christina Aguilera and Britney
Spears" up for "Best New Artist." Both blond
former Mouseketeers, the two-market the identical brand of sugary bubble-gum as a substitute
for real music. Neither has particularly impressive musical talent; they must rely on their
looks to. sell their music. Britney Spears,
rumored to have gotten her breasts enlarged at
the age of 17, focuses more energy on countless
photo shoots and calendars than on her music.
While it's one thing to simply not have
'much.musical talent, it'.s another when your,
.~
simply sCare some :of the population who
happens to listen to them. A case in' point:
Spears's " ... baby One More Time," with the
ellipsis inserted in the place of the real lyrics,
"Hit Me." A selected sample of lyrics from .the
song: "Oh baby baby, how was I supposed to
know that something wasn't right here, show
'me how you want it to be, the reason I breathe
is you, my loneliness is killing me hit me, baby,
one more time." How was she· "supposed to
know that something wasn't right here"?
Because domestic violence is illegal. Is it so'
complicated? While Spears denies that her song
condones abusive relationships,
her words
speak for themselves. This is what the country
supports as a "Best New Artist" nominee?
The male 'counterparts ofBritney Spears and
Christina Aguilera, the Backstreet Boys, rely on
a huge fan base. of pre-teenage girls to buy their
albums and sell out their concerts. Why their

lYrics

fodder-for-the-masses
single, "I Want it That
Way," should have been nominated for "Record
of the Year," is simply beyond comprehension
and fosters an impression. of this country as
appealing to the-lowest common denominator.
Thankfully, Christina Aguilera and Britney
Spears couldn't both win "Best New Artist";
unfortunately, one of them actually did Aguilera was said to be ''truly stunned" (as was anyone with any musical taste) at her win. "Oh, my
god, you guys, I seriously do not have a speech
prepared ... My god, thank you so, so much,"
she so eloquently said in her acceptance speech.
Real musical talent or the ability to sell
records and appeal to popular society - what
are the Grammys really supposed to measure?
Said one news article, it's as if "Scream 3" were
to sweep the Oscars, Will anyone actually
remember Britney Spears or the Backstreet
Boys in ten years? Just ask the New Kids on the
Block, no strangers to a meteoric rise to stardom that ended just ask quickly as it came, followed by backlash. Undoubtedly, what is so
trendy and popular today will be the mark of the
hopelessly uncool tomorrow.
Remember the Spice Girls? The Macarena?
With such hopelessly out of touch judging, it's
no wonder the Grammys continue to lose credi-'
bility. Who won what award? Few remember a
few days after the awards ceremony. When the
memory of Jennifer Lopez's dress has more
staying power than the actual awards winners,
it's time for a massiv.e overhaul of the system.

Th~ Equality of ,Crime
~~

Guest Column

Clay Martin
I

A few homophobes' strung Matthew Shep-·
ard up and left him to die of exposure, and President Clinton called for national hate-crime
laws. Three white men dragged James Byrd to
his death behind a pickup truck, and the country
raised a cry for strengthened hate-crime laws.
In each case, raw emotion and a desire to get
even spawned legislation questionable precisely
because of its subjective nature. Instead of tak.ing a sober look at the consequences of manipulating the justice system, lawmakers and citizens are using the courts to further a social
agenda which seems to punish not only a
nal's actions, but the opinions' and values that
influence
his actions. The movement
for
stricter, more inclusive hate-crime laws is a
symbolic trend designed to make society feel
more accepting, enlightened and sophisticated.
In the murders of Shepard and Byrd, the perpetrators could face death under current laws.
Existing laws, if enforced, could provide' adequate punishment in situations where prosecutors feel the hate-crime distinction is warranted.
But hate-crime laws are not about punishment
or equitable justice. They arise from an us-versus-them mentality - society's desire to separate itself from racists, homophobes and hatemongers
in general.
But trebling
the
consequences for injuring certain classifications

crimi-
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]V Sports:
Some Better
Than None
Guest Column

Stanley Hu
In an open forum last Monday, members of
Ute Athletics Department asked what priorities
they should set for the future. The only problem? They've already ruled out the most
important items - bringing back junior varsity
(N) teams and expanding team sizes.
IV teams play an essential part in athletics
at MIT. They give many students a chance to
participate on a team in ways that no intramural or club sport can provide. They offer
structure, focus, and a high level of competition, which brings out the best in athletes. For
some, IV teams serve as a stepping-stone to
their varsity counterparts. Just ask Ed Keehr
'01, who ran on the men's IV cross-country
team his freshman year. He took to the roads
the following summer, running over 100 miles
per week By the next year, he emerged as one
of the top runners on the team. "If I had not
been allowed to compete as a IV athlete my
freshman year, I probably would not have fulfilled my goal of becoming a varsity runner,"
Keehr said.
We've heard why these cuts were necessary
and how carefully they were made. For example, more athletes increase the costs of transportation, uniforms, meals, equipment,
even laundry. Or field space gets tight, and
coaches and trainers feel overburdened by the
numbers. Yet, despite all the talk of increased
costs, the Athletics Department concedes that it
saved only a little money by cutting people.
"The number that we saved on the IV sports
was not a number that would astound anyone,"
said John Benedick, Assistant Director of Athletics. Why, then, isn't anyone in the Athletics
Department even considering bringing back IV
teams and expanding team sizes?
Part of the problem is that some members
of the administration feel that it does a service
by keeping teams small. They argue that smaller teams help coaches and athletes in the same
way reduced class sizes give students more
attention from teachers. But whatever happened to letting coaches, not administrators,
decide how many athletes they can manage
effectively? After all, coaches know what's
best for their teams. The administration should
focus on figuring out what it will take to bring
back IV teams and expand squad sizes.
If money is the crux of the issue, then we
should figure out a way to raise it. Many students would probably be willing to contribute .
Allow teams to pay for things like transportation if they wish. Let teams travel with additional members to competitions
if there is
extra room, rather than enforcing fixed limits.
Cut unnecessary services if necessary, such as
providing practice grays.
For now, the administration
should also
loosen Its hard-line stance against having all
or no IV teams. Some sports are inherently
more expensive than others. But that doesn't
mean every team should be cut. The administration should look at which IV teams can be
supported on a meager budget, and let those
teams return next year. The difficulty with that
scenario is that in order to be fair to everyone,
we .can't have some IV teams and not others.
It's far worse, though, to take away so many
opportunities from the underclassmen who are
hurt most by the cuts. Having some IV teams
is better than having none.
. Instead, the administration proudly talks
about how wonderful the new Athletics Center
will be and how athletic cards will no longer be
necessary. All this is good news, but sports
ultimately come down to who and how many
people can play. The first step is to give priority to getting back JV teams and expanding
team sizes, and then something can be done .

of people is an egregious violation of equality
erable effect on the amount' of violence directed
un~ the law. If, as the first line ofthe Declaraat minority groups. The reservations regarding
tion o·f Independence unequivocally affirms, all
the death penalty - that it is enforced arbitrarimen are created equally, then every life should
-ly along .racial and sexual lines - can also be
be protected equally under the law, without
applied to hate-crime laws. In New York State,
regard to race, gender or sexual orientation.
aggravated assault results in a maximum senThe real problem with hate-crime legislation
tence of 15 days in prison. If the assailant utters
is that it bases punishment not only on .the
a racial slur or similar epithet, the maximum
crime, but also on the motive. A criminal's
sentence increases to one year in jail. The
motive is not a reason for conviction; it is mereSupreme Court recently upheld a Wisconsin
ly a means to conviction. If we have a separate
hate-erime statute that triples the sentence for an
distinction for hate crimes, perhaps other crimes
assault motivated by prejudice.'
deserve their own designation. Sexual assailants
Hate crime laws, however, are no longer
could' face harsher penalties for having a sex
limited to state jurisdiction. Bills before the .
Stanley Hu is a member of the Class of
drive. Robbers could be punished not only for
House and Senate propose to extend the federal
2000.
stealing money, but for wanting money. We
hate-crime act and broaden the groups protected
could have crime for eV,eryCommandment.
under current legislation to include homosexuCome on ...
• Proponents of hate-crime legislation argue . als.women and the disabled. If passed, the bill.
that hate crimes 'require different and more
could turn rape and sexual assault into federal
severe punishments because they victimize
hate crimes. It would also mean the federal goventire groups of people. But all crimes agitate
ernment could retry any crime supposedly
all of humanity in some way. Every crime
inspired by hate.
increases man's collective insecurity.
Of course, hate crimes legislation will conOne of the ironic defenses made for hate
tinue to enjoy political support simply because
crimes is that increased penalties wiJ1 actually
Write a letter to
it is difficult to challenge it without being assodecrease criminal activity. Like capital punishciated with the intended targets of the legislament, there is no research that proves hatetion. Politicians, no matter how tenable the
crime laws actually decrease crimes against the
arguments against hate-crime legislation, 'Would
groups they intend to protect. The same opponever want to be perceived as defending racists,
nents of capital punishment who argue the death
bigots and homophobes. It is an us-versus-them
penalty does not affect the murder rate also
mentality, and no one wants to stand up for
argue that 'strengthened penalties, as called for
"them," irrespective of what is right.
<Ietters@the-tech.mit.edu>
under hate-crime legislation, will have a considClayMartin is a memberof the Classof 2002.
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FEATURES
Summer Getaways: This Week in MIT History
UROP Style
By Katie Jeffreys

STAFF REPORTER

By Bushra Makiya
STAFF REPORTER

Forget Physics, Chemistry and Biology:
grants such as the $6,OPO Eloranta Summer
Undergraduate Research Fellowship let students create art dedicated to black inventors,
travel to Texas to interview factory workers, or
attempt to understand the anthropology of eating disorders in Arizona.
Edwin H. Land, the founder of the Polaroid
Corporation and inventor of instant photography, created the Eloranta Fellowships and
awarded the first fellowship in the summer of
1969. The fellowship programs is named in
honor of Peter 1. Eloranta '68 whose father'
was an employee of the Polaroid corporation
under Land. The purpose of the. fellowship
program is to encourage, undergraduate creativity and involvement in a wide range of
topics that cannot be covered during the term.
.The Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program was also inspired by Land.
The purpose of the fellowship program is
"to. enable people to do things they have
always wanted to do," said Alan Lazarus, acting chair of the fellowship committee. There
is a lot of variety in the research topics and it
truly allows ;tudents to do anything they want
to do, 'said Lazarus. Although the research is
not supervised, participants are required to
present their projects during a dinner at the
end of the summer.
The projects
may be in any field of
research, but it must be student directed. The"
project cannot be a continuation of a PROP or
other faculty based research, unless it is going
in a new 'direction. Student motivation and
project feasibility within the time constant are
important elements that the committee looks
for in proposals, said Lazarus. Also, the fellowship- committee- tends to receive very few
. engineering proposals, perhaps due to other
opportunities- available in engineering departments; Projects are expected to be complete,
or mostly complete, by the end of the summer
and stild0hts must devote theji full time to the
project.
. Eto Otitigbe '99 was one of last year's winners. He participated in an apprenticeship with

~

.

artist and printmaker Valerie Maynard. The
project culminated in the production of an
installation focused on the works of AfricanAmerican inventors, hi particular, Frederick
Morgan.
Another 1999 winner was Anna Dirks '99
who visited bilingual churches in Texas and
New Mexico and conducted interviews with
macquiladora
workers. These workers are
underpaid factory workers near the US Mexico border. Her goal was to create a quilt representing their hopes and dreams, which are
rarely recognized by those who use their manufactured products.
The third 1999 winner was Paul M. Crowley '00 who travelled toArizona to interview
therapists, doctors, nutritionists and psychologists at an eating disorder clinic. He examined the secular and spiritual treatments of
anorexia and the methods that different clinicians use to integrate Christian spirituality
into treatment programs. He also examined
the clinician's own experiences that led them
to the clinic and influenced
their work.
Crowley wanted to learn about· the ' thread of
spirituality throughout [the clinicians'] lives
that led them to the clinic" and how this led
them to incorporate spirituality into cognitive
therapy, said Crowley. Crowley, a course 7
and 21A senior this y.ear, is using his
research for his senior thesis in anthropology.
The fellowship was
liberating experience
for Crowley, and- the independent nature and
amount of freedom he had were incredible,
. he said.
Interested students must submit a five to
ten page proposal to the UROP office (7-103)
by March 31, 2000. Proposals should address
the goals and, expectations' of the project as
well as evidence, such as a timetable and a
budget, that the project is feasible. At least
one letter or recommendation is required and
students are welcome to submit any supplementary materials to better 'support the project, The fellowships are very competitive out of approximately thirty submissions, three
_to six proposals are awarded. each summer. For
more
information,
please
visit
<http://w'eb.mit.edu/urop/eloranta.html.>

a

, This week in 1957 rioting students protested a hike in dormitory rent as well as unsatisfactory food served in Baker Dining. Hundreds of students joined the protest; twentynine were arrested. The riots joined East and West Campus, and ultimately changed the
Baker Dining caterer. Twenty-one students were found guilty in a trial at the Third District
Court of the City of Cambridge. The case was later appealed at the Superior Court.
Thefollowing is an excerpt [t'Student Riots Rock Campus," March 5, 1957J describing
the riots themselves.
What began as a small crowd of chanting students turned into a full-scale riot last Saturday night as residents of Baker, Burton, and East Campus demonstrated against the
Institute's announcement of an increase in dormitory rent next term.
Waving home-made posters declaring "We protest" and "lower rent," the students
milled about in front of Dean Fassett's home shooting off occasional firecrackers and tossing snowballs. Then, as hi-fi sets blasted music from open windows, the rioters began to
block traffic along Memorial Drive with sheets of flame.
. Excite en heightened a thr
fire trucks arid four police cars arrived. Shouts of
protests
om the ro
. Ba er; ublic ad<Jtess systems b are .
Th ;appearance of at
\yago on the scene added to th general confusion. Poli
fr
0
the Cambric e d Metro li
Dis' t began arresting
oups of s
ts,
and as the poli e approac
Baker, t e elec ricitX ent off.
Each J1e\1V ddy wa on o the scene was reeted wi
heers and shouts of"
to jail!" Police entered ~ dorm and pic1ced up, boys who were hee ing from open wind s.
At 1: a.m., after rna e tJ:ian
our of confu i n, pclice were still picking up students an the Rower was off.
By 1:>30Wi st Campus was stra~eJy quiet, but in East Camp s the riot spirj gained
new foothold . A large bonfire blaze between the parallel a (J a P.A. system blared
reports if the activity on West Ca
.
)
.(t.. title atre 2:~0, a marc 0 everal hundred stud n started down l1emorial Drive,
stopping traffic on the wa.
pon reaching Baker ouse; they spread rubbish across both
lanes on Memorial Drive and set fire to it, completely blocking traffic. After fifteen or
twenty minutes, several squad cars arrived, followed by fire fighting equipment.
For some fifteen minutes after the arrival of patrol cars, the policemen were' bombarded
with snow, ice and bottles, but made only a few arrests. At 2:55 a.m. a warning was circulated that doors" to the dorm would be locked in five minutes, and that all outside at that
time would be arrested. The crowd failed to diminish, and the terrace outside the dining
room was crowded with about one hundred observers. Suddenly police search lights
flashed onto the area, and policemen vaulted the wall and headed for the terrace where
they arrested as many of the fleeing students as they could.
Twenty-seven students were piled into the waiting paddy wagons and sent to the Lower
Basin MDC police station where they were jailed until bail was paid for them several
hours later. The bail ranged from $25 to $11 I depending on the charge.
The students let out on bail appeared in Cambridge District at 9:00 Monday morning
for various charges: disrupting the peace, inciting riot, breaking glass, refusing to follow
reasonable Instructions from an officer, and resisting arrest. Many of the men were not
directly involved with the rioting -- passers by, onlookers and fraternity men were picked
up along with the active demonstrators.
Dean Fassett, in a taped interview over WTBS, said, "I hope that those who have not
involved themselves will continue to keep out of being involved, and that those who have
involved themselves so heavily as to be arrested will come off as easily as possible."

Bad Ta-steand Perfect Pitch

CHRiS MCENIRY-THE

The MIT Chorallaries finished in third place at an a ~apello competition
what drives its popularity which began in the
1980s. In recent years, students have been
known to wait up to 12 hours in line to guarantee themselves a spot in room 10-250.
The one to two hour concert will feature a
wide variety of parody songs that range' from

over th~ weekend in Northampton,

raunchy to cheesy. While this year's material
is top secret, in recent years the group sang
such songs as "Necrophilia
Down by the
Graveyard"
and "MIT is Easy When You
Study Biology." No group will be safe will be
safe from the Chorallaries' cutting parody.

TECH

MA.

In addition to the songs, the Chorallaries in
past years have also performed several skits.
Past skits include "God's Experiences as a
Student at MIT" and "Alien Invasion on Registration Day." The famed Bad Taste t-shirts
will also be on sale that night.
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Mens et 'Women:
2002 Brass Rat Features Woman on Ring
By Aaron D.

ihalik

of our class" that was
Court for the Class of
The committee worked with each company in
involved in activism.
2002. After the lunch, . a series of design sessions. Soon after, each
For the men, and especially women, of the
"They tried to go out
busses will transport
company presented their best proposals and
class of 2002 the newest incarnation of MIT's
on the limb and make
students to the-dock for
artwork to the committee. By October, the
Brass Rat came with some interesting changes
something more edgy
the delivery cruise. But
committee had decided on a company that
to tradition: for the first time in history a
... but I don't think
several aspects of this
would be able to implement their ideas.
woman is pictured as part of the mens et
that they did a good
plan are yet to be final"There are a whole series of companies
manus design.
job."
ized.'
that bid on the MIT account because it is so
While the crowd of roughly 700 students
The other signifi"The reception
in
prestigious," said Reza. "Art Carved gave us
who attended the ring premiere was mostly
cant change was to the
Killian court is in tranthe best proposal and they were very flexible
pleased with the new design, some students
class shank. 'It's ususit," said Reza. "You
about the design."
were upset with significant
aspects of the
ally only building 7,
really can't reserve Kil"Believe it or not, the hardiest part for
design.
but this year we were
lian Court."
these companies is to draw a beaver," said
The most significant
difference of this
able to fit in all three
Reza,
however,
Reza. "When you draw a real beaver, it doesyear's ring from previous years' rings is the
buildings [7, 10 and 54]," said Rao. But "at
remains optimistic. "We're probably going to
n't look like much. That was probably one of
change in the panel of the ring which displays
the same time, -we still combined some of the
get it," he said. "We're going to have a nice
our biggest factors when deciding on a comtwo figures which epitomize MIT's motto:
traditional aspects of the Brass Rat. It was a
reception in Killian . " and then there will be ' pany - how is this beaver going to look. It's
mens et manus. This year's ring is the first ever
mix of a few new things and a few of the trabusses that pick you up and take you straight
the most prominent part of the ring so we realto have a female in the design (she portrays
ditional aspects."
_
to the cruise. The cruise is where you actually
ly want it to turn out nicely."
mens).
Some students were impressed with the
get your brass rat. The reception will be a
nice summer lunch and there will be desert on
Price increase due to extravagant delivery
The design is the result of a nine month
changes in the design, while others less than
process by the 10 member Class of 2002 Ring
enthusiastic.
the boat. There will be music and dancing and
Students can expect an average increase of
Committee.
"It doesn't look as traditional as other rings
food."
$20 on their .Brass Rat compared to
Sophomores will receive their Brass Rats
and that is' definitely good," said Caroline C.
fj
. previous years.
Design process
"Typically, each year, the price
on the delivery cruise on May 6. Due to a
Cutting '02. "It makes our class stand out."
larger marketing budget, most sophomores
"The brass rat could have been unadorned
The design process for the new
of the brass rat increases,"
said
ring began last year. The CommitReza. "We also have a huge marwill be paying a slightly higher .--..."""""'_-----"-.......,,.,....,.
and most people would have the
price for their ring.
same kind of emotional attachment
tee went through nine months of \
keting budget, that we haven't had
to it," said Nelson D. Lai '02. "The
deliberation and redesigning before \
in the past. The marketing budget
Student divided over new design
additional junk on it is shitty."
the ring was unveiled.
provides for a great premier and
"There are a lot of different
The difference on opinion ofthe
"It's no small matter to start from
. great delivery."
things about the ring," said Sanjay
ring design is to be expected. "Anyscratch and design a brass rat that will
. "Last year they had a smaller marK. Rao '02, president of the Class of
time you get people with different
be worn by 1,0OQ of your classmates,"
keting budget and they did less," said
2002 and a member of the ring cornperspectives and from different parts
said Reza.
Reza. "They didn't- have an extravagant
mittee. "Such as the woman being on
of campus together, there is going to
In May of 1999 the committee was
premier and they didn't plan on having a
the MIT shank. The concept had been
be a lot of arguing," said Raymond
formed by an application process handled
great delivery, like we are planning."
tossed around in previous ring commitMorales '02, a member of the Ring
by the Class of2002 Council.
Although the price has increased, the
tees. It was a bit of a controversy."
Committee.
Overall, the new design
"It was a solid group of applicants," said
Brass Rat remains inexpensive when com"Our class has one of the better
"demonstrates
the personality of our
Rao .. "In the end, we got areally great group
pared to other university -rings. "We have
ratios in terms of women's representation
class and it combines everything of our
of students. The group this year worked really
probably the best prices on. a college cam-,
at MIT," said Sonia Garg '02, a member ofthe
experience here."
well together."
pus," said Reza. "When a ring is sold' '
Ring Committee.
In the fall, the committee solicited proposthrough a university bookstore there is a lot .
Premier, delivery are extravagant events
The comments from the students on the
als and bids from various, ring companies.
of overhead." ,
gender change were dived based on gender
Minutes before the doors opened for the
lines. Most females agreed that the change to
Ring premier in Walker Memorial, the crowd
the seal an improvement while males were
of students stretched along Memorial drive.
disappointed at the change in the traditional
"So many people showed up right at 5
symbol.
0' clock, it was insane," said Garg. "It was a
"It's excellent that they put a woman on the
mad rush for the doors. It's really cool when
shank," said Sarah A. Farrar '02. "It's great for
the whole class comes together like this.",
our class and it's definitely time"
"I'm really impressed with our class," said
"I don't think that the original symbol was
Rao. "I'm amazed at the number of people
chosen because there were only men at MIT,"
that showed up. [The premier] was a very spesaid a male class of 2002 student. "They
cial time for our class."
changed the tradition."
Students were very impressed with the ring
The people portrayed in the mens et manus
premier ceremony.
"It was set up the best
seal are traditionally a laborer with a hammer
way," noted one student. "It was direct and
and a scholar holding a book. In the new
quick. It was what we wanted."
design, the laborer (a
"During the premale) is holding
a
sentation you heard
picket sign and the
people laughing and
female scholar is holdpeople where having
ing a laptop.
a really good time,"
The
book
was
said Faisal Reza '02;
replaced
to signify
chair of the Ring
that today "where we
Committee. "We also
go for most of our
had a really good
information
is not a
time presenting this
bOOK anymore, it's a
design."
computer," said Garg.
"The committee itself has to be credited
Again, students were divided on these
for a lot of the success of the premier," said
changes. "[The picketer] is really distinctive
Reza. "Noone realizes how much work the
of our class," said one student. The housing
committee members put into it. It really did
choice controversy is "definitely a highlight of . payoff."
YI XIE - THE TECH
our time here."
The ring delivery plans to be an extravaExpectant' sophomores gathered in Walker Memorial to see the design of their class
"The picket thing is ridiculous," commentgant occasion, as well. As plans stand now,
ring unveiled for the first time.
ed another student. "It's only a small portion
there will be an afternoon lunch in Killian
ASSOCL4.TE FEATURES EDITOR
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This is a column where we address questions and topics of all kinds concerning sex and relationships. Dr. Do It and Ms. Emotion do not claim to be experts in
the fields but have been "around the block" afew times and have seen their share
of situations involving relationships and sex. The opinions of Dr. Do It and Ms.
Emotion do not necessarily reflect the opinions of this publication.
Dear Dr. Do It and Ms. Emotion:
I'm trying to get closer to a girl. I find
out what she's interested in and get myself'
into those activities to align my interests
with her's. It's really tough sometimes. Do
you have any suggestions
on what else I
could do?
- Hard-Working
Chaser
Ms. Emotion: Are you genuinely interested in some of the things she does? If so, then
it shouldn't be difficult to pursue those interests. Otherwise, if you don't like her interests,
what will you do if she becomes interested in
you? Will you keep up the charades?
It's better to be yourself and do the activities that you genuinely interested in. That
way you may find someone who is more
aligned with yourself and you won't have to
pretend.
Dr. Do It: I hate these questions. Have you

talked· with' the girl, seriously
at all? I know it's tough to go
up to a girl and say "I'm interested in you, would you like go out?"
but sometimes you gotta go for broke.
Otherwise, you might spend too much
time and effort trying to beat around the bush
and, in the meantime, some other guy will ask
her out.
Granted this is easier said than done. It
takes a lot of guts to lay on a line like that and
it is possible that you may panic during the
confrontation and stammer like an idiot. But
this is a part of life. I've definitely had my
momentsliketh~.
'
The important thing to remember is nothing ever goes exactly as you plan. As long as
you can still laugh off your mistakes, you will
feel more comfortable with yourself and you
will find these difficult situations easier to
overcome.

Dear Dr. Do It and Ms.
Emotion:
I am really interested in
a girl in my one of my
classes and I've hung out
with her in some social
occasions. We seem to have
good chemistry, but things
are moving kind of slow. Also,
for some reason, I have this
Ieeling she m~ht be, seeing. someone even though she claims to be
available. What should I do? .
- Chemically Reactive
Dr. Do It: )Veil, my answer to the first
question appli,s here. Have you talked to her
yet?
/.
I understand that it's easier to give out
advice than to take it. To my credit, I have
been in situations like this where I'm not sure
what's going on in a relationship and I know
that I like this girl. But how does one
approach this sort of subject? I don't know, It's.
different every time.
.
I suppose you could pick a moment where
this chemistry between you and her is strong

and bring it up the subject then. Ask her what's
going on and where this relationship is going.
Of course, there is a chance that she doesn't even know. 'She's probably hanging out
with you because you're fun to hang out with,
no. because she's actively looking for a relationship.
As far 'as I can tell, a lot of people play it
by ear. If you enjoy hanging out with her,
cool. If you want something more and you
think that she might feel the same, I recommend that you talk about it with her. Otherwise, it sounds. like you guys are having fun
together. You might want to consider remaining in your current position and don't worry
about what she does in her time outside of the
times he spends with you.
Dear readers: Okay, here's the deal: If you
have any topic you want us to talk about, e..,
mail it to us. We'll choose the most interesting
one and write about it in the next column.
- Do It with Emotion

If you have any questions for Dr. Do It and'
Ms. Emotion or 'topics you would /ike them to
discuss, please send e-mail to advice@thetech.mit.edu.
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At Ab~zz, our company's
.,.Mqgazine
and

,

culture- is just cslmpcrtont

as our company's

named us 9n~ of the best places te work in-Boston,

WBZ TV~Channel

We're launching www.cboza.com
~.

and share thelrknowledqe
" QA engineers,

Perhaps that's why Boston
on WHDH

TV-Channel

7

4.·lt could be because we're a great company with enormous' potential f~r personal growth. Abt.i~ also has the

ene'rgy ~f a startup 'and th~ strength' of The New York Times' Company

~

products.

or why we were recently featured

this month-it's
.

a

.

a dynamic environment

managers. who are interested
that's

located in Cambridg~.

new online knowledge network where members can ask questions, get answers,

.. .

with real people with similar interests.

end prod~ct

behind it: And we're conveniently

We're. looking for talented,

in joining

motivated

us for the launch and beyond.

'software
If you're

developers,
looking for

hard core and fun at the same time, send your resume to jobs@staff-abuzz.com.

",

www.abuzz.com
Abuzz is committed to equal employment principles, and we recognize the value of committed employees who feel
they are .being treated in an equ"itable and prof~ssional manner. We strive to find ways to attract, develop, and retain the talent
neede-d to meet business objectives, and to recruit and employ highly qualified individuals representing the diverse communities
in which we live. Employment policies and decisions on employment and promotion are bosed on merit, qualifications, performance,
and business needs. The decisions and criteria governing the employment
relationship
with all employees
are made in
• a norr-discriminotorv manner; without regard to race, religion, color, national origin, sex, age, marital status, physical or mental
disability, medical condition, veteran status, or any other factor determined to be unlawful by federal, state, or local statutes.
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A Fun with Clip Art Advertisement
Aaron
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ACROSS

Troubles with the Family?
.Does Your Teenager Hate You?
Is Your Fireplace A Four-Eyed Robot Head?
Then you need ...

1 Golf score
4 "_ Up, Doc?"
9 Manmade fiber
14 Conceit
15 Chilling
16 Gander's mate
17 Branch
18 In flames
19 Calm interVals
20 Witty
conversation
22 Stringed
instruments
23 Howard and
Caron
24 Chief constituent
25 Also
26 Writer Reming
27 Ages and ages
and ages
31 Old hat
34 Himalayan
massif
36 Raw mineral
37 Pepysand
Morse
39 Response time
40 Truck drivers
42 Portents
44 Rational
4S First of a count
46 Letters in the
theater
47 Male sheep
49 Signaling device
53 Long, thin pieces
56 Pull one's
punches

SUPRA-Bl.OX

57 H.S.dances
58 Irritating smoke
59 School org .
. 60 Actress Taylor
61 Shiraz resident
62 And so forth
63 Affirmatives
64 Albacore and

bluefin
65 Boozer
DOWN

1
S~Buck
2 Concur
3 Frolics
4 Exhaustion
5 Hoisted
6 Astrological

ram

7 Lose wIll
8 Get the point
9 Eyes lasciviously
10 Roll of coins
1'1 Kickback
12 Christiania, today
13 Eliot the crimestopper
21 Shakespearean
lament
22 Erie or Panama,

1999 Tribune Media Services. Inc. .
All rights reserved.

e.q,
24 Deadly poisons
26' Accustom
28 _Stanley
Gardner
29 Judah's son
30 Acts the shrew
31 Cooking
containers

32
33
34
35
38
41
43

Realm
Writer O'Casey
Grace closings
Skin ailment
Particles
"Carmen" writer
Spanish_

46
48
49
50

Singer Easton
Church sections
Female
Uses a
keyboard
51 State gambling
52 Dramatize

53 Chipper
54 Christmas
decoration
55 Howard and
Silver
56 Spiritual guide
58 Match up

Solutions

on page 31

TechCalendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any losses,
including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact in~ormation for all events is available from the TechCalendar web page.

TechCalendar

Visit and add events to TecbCalendar online at hUp: //tech-calendar.mjt.edu
Tuesday's Events
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Seminar on copyright, licensing and ownership issues. This HST-sponsored
seminar will address copyright, licensing, and ownership issues in educational technology. HMS
MEC 227. Sponsor: HST.
12:00 p.m ..:....
Atom Optics on a Chip, Mara Prentiss, Harvard University. Refreshments
served
following the seminar. Please see web.mit.edu/spectroscopy/www
for more detail. Open. More
info: Call Alison Hearn at 253-4881.
Email hearn@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mit.edu/spectroscopy/wwW/.
'Rm 37-252.
12:00 p.rn, (1 hour 30 minutes) - Positive Discipline, Deborah Weinstock-5avoy,
Parenting
Education Consultant.
Ope~. More info;: Call Family Resource Center at 253-1592.
Email
frc@mit.edu:Web:
http://web.mit.edu/personnel/vJww/frc/.
Rm 16-151.
4:00 p.m. - Averaging Second-Order Control Systems: Spatial Invariance, John Baillieul,
Boston Unlversity.A short reception will follow in the Osborne Room (35-338). Open. More info:
Call soosan beheshti at 253-2832.
Email soosanemtt.edu.
Rm 35-225.
4:00 p.m. - ElECTROSPINNING OF NANOSCALE FIBERS, Michael Shi,.., Dept. of Chemical
Engineering, MIT. Open. More info: Call Donna Wilker at 253-2021.
Email dwilker@mit.edu.
Rm
5-234.
4:00 p.m.- GaAs HBT and HEMT Technologies
for Agilent Instruments,
Don D'Avanzo, Agilent
Technologies.
Refreshments In Room 34-101 at 3:3~)'p:m. Open. More info: Call Debroah
Hodges-Pabon at 253-5264.
Email debb@mtl.mit.edu.
Web: http://www-mtl.mi~.edu/
.. Rm 34-,

101.

. ,

4:30 p.m. - Estimation, Control, and Testing of Active Rotor Blades, Mr. Waleed·Farahat,
MIT-Gas Turbine Laboratory.Refreshments
served 4:15pm. Open. More info: Call Lori Martinez
at 253-2481.
EmajJ ·dragonl@mit.edu.
Rm 31-161.
4:30 p.m.- Migrants' Coping Strategies In the OIHllch Gulf, Dr. Sulayman Khalaf, Visiting
SCholar, Ctr for Middle Eastern Studtes, HarVard Unlv. Hosted jointly by the Emile Bustani Middle East Seminar and the Inter-University Seminar on International Migration. Open. More info:
Call Julianne St'ilwell at 253-8961.
Email stilwell@mit.edu.
Rm E51-095.
6:30 p.m.- 'Rasa': Concept of Aesthetic Ambience Based on Placemaklng
and Materiality.",
Raj Rewal, architect,
New Delht.Architecture
Lecture. Open. More info: Call' Dept of Architecture at 253-7991.
Rm 10-250.
'. .
'".
Wednesday's
Events
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. - Compton Gallery Talk. Susan Gamble and Michael Wenyon discuss their
exhibit, "Observing the Observers," on view Feb 18-May'6: Admission O. Compton Gallery. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
.
'
12:00 p.m. - Last,Cal1 for Artists Behind the Desk. Submissions
due for 2000 series: poetry
and fiction readings; dance and music performances this Spring and visual art exhibitions in the
Fall. Sponsored by the Working Group on Support Staff Issues. Admission O. Sponsor: Office of
the Arts.
'
3:00 p.m. - spouseS&partners@mit
weekly meeting. Share your Culture - Weddings: Bring your
wedding photos and share you traditions. You can also come just to listen. Admission O. W20400. Sponsor: spous s&partners@mit.
.
8:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Kendo Practice. Come learn the Japanese art Of swordfighting under the
instruction of sensei Junji Himeno, 7th dan from Harvard. No experience is necessary. Du Pont
Gym, Court 2. Sponsor: MIT Kendo Club.
11:00 a.m. - Photonic Crystal Fibers, Doug Allan, Coming, Inc.On March 1, on thisDate
only,
Lecture will be held in 36-428 (RLE Conference Room). Open. More info: Call Erich Ippen at
253-8504. cEmail ippen@mit.edu. Rm 34-Grie~ Room B.
12:00 p.m. - The Golan, US Forces, and the Peace.Process,
Dr. Etraim Inbar, Bar-llan Center
For Strategic Studies, Israel.Bag lunch; refreShments will be provided. Open. More info: Call
Lynne Levine,at 253-0133~ Emaillievine@mit.edu.
Web: flhp:/ /web.mit.edu/ssP/.
Rm E38615..
.
12:10 p.m. - A survey of recent developments
with the GFDL ocean model, Stephen Griffles,
GFDL. Open. More info: Call Markus Jochum at 3-2922. Email mjochum@mit.edu.
Web:
http://www.mit.edu/-mjochum/sack.html.
Rm 54-915.
3:00 p.m. - Development of Flight Experimen~
il.' Material Science for the International
Spac;e Station, Professsor August Witt, MIT, Department of Materials Science 8& Engineering.
3:00 to 4:00pm: Lecture - open to all interested. 4:00 to 5:00pm:
Discussion - open to registered students only. Location for Annual Public Lecture to be announced soon. Open. More info:
Call Helen Halaris at 258-q546. Email halaris@mit.edu.
Web:
http://web.r:nit.edu/masgc/www/phasel.html.
Rm 31'-212.
4:15 p.m .. - Discrete Gradients and Cheeger-type Inequalities.,
Prasad Tetall, Georgia Institute of Technology.Refreshments
will be served at 3:30 PM in Room 2-349. Open. More info:
Call Michael Kleber at 2"53-7905. Email kleber@math.mit.edu:
Web: http://wwwmath.mit.edu/-combin.
Rm 2-338.

6:00 p.m. - 10-250 Case Presentation
Monthly program for entrepreneurs with speakers and
technology-oriented
companies focused on the issues of building and growing the business. Students: Free; $10/Forum
members; $15/non-members.
Open. More info: Call MIT Enterprise
Forurn/Camb at 253-8240.
Email mitefcmb@mit.edu.
Web: http://www.mitforum-eambridge.org.
Rm 10-250.
Thursday's Events
12:00 p.m. - MIT Chapel Concert. Marina Minkin, harpsichord.
20th century music for harpsichord; Jajohlov's Partita for harpsichord; Shostakovich's
Prelude and Fugue in D Major. Igor
Tkachenko's Spanish Suite for harpsichord. Admission O. MIT Chapel. Sponsor: Office of the
Arts.
6:30 p.m. - Artist's Talk with ,Mel Chin. Creator and lead practioner of KNOWMAD/MAP:
Motion + Action=Place, an arcade video game on exhibit at the List Visual Arts Center (Feb 3April 9), discusses his recent projects. Admission O. Rm 10-250. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
8:00 p.m. - "Unbearable Ughtness of Being". Directed by Philip Kaufman (1988). Ctr for Bilingual/Bicultural
Studies/International
Rim Club "Where East Meets West" series. Refreshments
provided. Admission O. Rm 4-237. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
&:00 p.rn. - A Midsummer Night's Dream. Co-directed by Lisa Wolpe, artistic director of Los
Angeles Women's Shakespeare group and Sarah Hickler. $8 general admission. Admission
6.00. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
4:00 p.m. - March Madness and the OffIce Pool, Edward H. Kaplan, Yale School of Management. Seminar fbllowed by refreshments
in E40-106. Open. More info: Call Dessi Pachamanova
at 253-7412.
Email dessi@mit.edu.
Web: http://web.mit.edu/orc/www.
Rm E40-298.
4:15 p.m. - FUEL METERING EFFECTS ON HYDROCARBON EMISSION AND ENGINE STABILI·
TY DURING CRANKING AND START-UP, Brigitte Castaing, Sloan Automotive
Lab. Refreshments in Room 31-161 at 4:00 p.m. Open. More info: Call Susan Lutin at 253-4529.
Email
susanternrt.eou. Web: http://engine.mit.edu.
Rm 31-161.
5:00 p.m.- "Barbie, Youth Violence, Queer ~x, and Censorship: Mixing it Up.", Erica Rand
Andre Makine, author of "Dreams of My Russian Summers." Part of the Global Writers Series in
collaboration
with the Program in Writing & Humanistic Studies; co-sponsored by the Kelly Fund.
Closed. More info: Call Program in Writing and Humanistic Studies at 253-7894.
Web:
http://web.mit.edu/humanistic/www/writserLhtm.
Rm 2-105.
Friday's Events
8:00 p.m. - A Midsummer
Night's Dream. Co-directed by Lisa Wolpe, artistic director of Los
Angeles Women's Shakespeare group and Sarah Hickler. $8 general admission. Admission
6.00. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
8:00 p.m. - MIT Symphony Orchestra Concert. Dante Anzolini, music director. Bernstein's Symphonic Dances,from West Side Story; Prokofiev's Piano Concerto No.1, Op. 10 with Andrew Pak
'02 piano; Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring. Admission 2.00. Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Office of
the Arts.
•
. 8:00 p.m. - "A Trois". Theatre X (a recently-formed
student organization) presents Barry Hall's
one-act stream-of-character
exploration of love and sex. Admission O. W20-400 (Student Ctr).
Sponsor: Office of the Arts
12:30 p.m. - Preparing for a Baby, Part II, Betsy Ross, A2Z Psychotherapy.Pr.eregistration
is
required; call x3-1592. Open. More info: Call Famlly Resource Center at 253-1592.
Email
frc@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mit.edu/personnel/www/frc/.
Rm 16-151.
3:00 p.m. -:-Cell-Free Protein Synthesis:
New Analyses - New Excitement,
James R. Swartz,
Stanford University,
Dept of Chemical Engineering.
Receptions held before seminars at 2:45
p.m. Open. More info: Call Arline Benford at 258-7031. 'Email arline@mit.edu.
Web:
http://web.mit.edu/cheme/www/.
Rm 66-110.
3:30 p.m. - Air Pollution in Mexico City, Mario Molina, 1995 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry.
Open. More info: Call Luisa Molina at 253-1603.
Emailltmolina@mit.edu.
Web:
http://eaps.mit.edu/molina/
. Wong Auditorium.
3:30 p.m. - Air Pollution in Mexico City, Mario Molina, 1995 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry.
Open. More info: Call Luisa Molina at 253-1603.
Emailltmolina@mit.edu.
Web:
http://eaps.mit.edu/molina/.
Wong Auditorium.
3:30 p.m. - Air Pollution In Mexico City, Mario Molina, 1995 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry.
Open. More info: Call Luisa Molina at 253-1603.
Emailltmolina@mit.edu.
Web:
·http://eaps.mit.edu/molina/.
Wong AUditorium.
4:00 p.m. (1 hour) - Generic Model to Embed Intelligence
in Environmental
sensors, Prof.
Fernando Figueroa, Tulane Univeristy.Refreshments
3:30 pm". Open. More info: Rm 1-350.
4:15 p.m. - A Strong Multiplicity
One Result for Irreducible Modules of the Affine Heeke
Algebra., Monica Vaziranl, University of California, San Diego and MSRI. Refreshments will be
served at 3:30 PM in Room 2-.349. Open. More info: Call Michael Kleber at 253-7905.
Email
kleber@math.mit.edu.
Web: http://www-math.mit.edu/-combin.
Rm 2-338.
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By SanJay Basu
ASSOCIATE

EWS EDITOR

A grade-tampering scandal in
Cell Biology (7.06) was revealed
by Professor Harvey F. Lodish of
the Biology department last Thursday. Lodish announced to his
course that unidentified students
had broken into the course grader's
secure computer system and had
lowered the grades of about 20 students while raising the grades of
two others.
Although Lodish and co-instructor Professor Peter K. Sorger
refused to comment further on the
matter and did not reveal the names

of su pected students, they did say
that deans had identified the two
students whose grade were raised
and that disciplinary actions would
be taken.
Lodish "pleaded for anybody
who was responsible for this trapsgression or who knew who was to
go talk to him at his office after
class," said Vinod Rao '02, a student in the course. "He made it clear
that the responsible parties would be
punished either way, but suggested
that a confession would be considered when determining the punishment."
TAs for the course, who also

refused to comment on the incident,
re-collected cour e exam to reenter scores into a new computer
system.
The changes were apparently
discovered when a few TAs began
comparing hard copies of exams to
the scores on their computer and
found that some of the scores had
been altered.
The computer system, according
to Lodish, is ~secure," so course
instructors are attempting to determine who had access to the computer's password.
"MIT disciplinary actions are
confidential," said Dean of Students

10 ogy

Rosalind H. Williams. The identities
of the student involved, therefore,
will not likely be disclosed.
caudal i third recent incident

The 7.06 incident is the third to
hit MIT in recent years.
The last major cheating incident
here occurred in the spring of 1990,
when nearly 80 student were
accused of turning in duplicate code
for their problem sets in Introduction to Computers and Engineering
Problem Solving (1.00).
In October 1998, students in a
Laboratory in Software Engineering
course (6.170) were also warned

Course

about cheating by course instructors. An e-mail sent to students in
that course said, 'It's ok to discuss
how to solve problems with other
students, but you must write your
own code. It appears that some students did not follow this rule in
problem set one."
o students were subject to disciplinary action for that incident,
although then Department Head
Professor Paul L. Penfield Jr. ScD
'60 reacted to the event by saying:
"As a general rule, the amount of
cheating is low ... The students here
are here because they love [the
work] and they enjoy it."

LEONID DROZHlNIN-THE

Members of comedy improv troupe Roadkill Buffet horrify the aUdience with "Nightmare,"
where seemingly harmless activities durir:agthe day are re-enacted in a hellish manner.
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Local control; testing, prayer
End farm subsidies; expand CWA

(Democrat,
Republican)

Where to Vote
Kresge Auditorium
Ashdown House
Baker House
Bexley House
Burton House
East Campus
Green Hall
McCormick. Hall
Senior House
Eastgate
Westgate
Salvation Army, 402 Mass. Ave.
Random Hall
Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
WILG.

Fire House, Mass. Ave. & Main St
Edgerton House
MacGregor House,
West Campus Houses
500 Memorial Drive
Tang Hall
Alpha Tau Omega
Number 6
Theta Delta Chi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Morville House, 100 Norway St
Fenway House
Sigma Nu
Brimmer St Garage, 70 Brimmer St
pika

Devotion School,' 345 Harvard St
Zeta Beta Tau
Massachusetts
Association
Blind, 200 Ivy St.
Epsilon Theta

for the

BU Myles Standish Hall, 30 Bay State Rd
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Phi
Beta Theta Pi
Phi Delta Theta'
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Sigma Kappa
Theta Xi
Student House

Copley Square Ubrary, Boylston St
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Upsilon
Nu Delta
Phi Kappa Sigma
Pi Lambda Phi
Phi Kappa Theta
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Kappa
Sigma Chi
Theta Chi
Tau Epsilon Phi
Ghi Phi

Voter guiqe compiled by Dana 'Levine and
Satwiksai Seshasai.
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IVERSITY

Tuition (bars) has outpaced inflation (line segments) over the past 13 years.
Tuition, from Page I
than Harvard, Stanford, Yale, Caltech, or Princeton do.
MIT continues
look for a
greater parental contribution than
peer institutions, however, and this
may discourage perspective students
from attending MIT.
"We have a tendency to expect a
higher parent contribution than our
peers do, and that's been the issue,"
said Dean of Admissions Marilee
Jones.
"I really don't know how it's
going to affect us this year. The
admissions and the financial aid systems of our competitive colleges are
now so unpredictable that it's difficult to know how one decision will
affectyield," Jones said. Still, she is
"cautiously optimistic that our yield
will go up."
,
Part of that strategy, Jones said,
will be to get as many people as
possible to attend Campus Preview'
Weekend.
Seventy-five percent of MIT students receive financial aid. Fiftytwo percent get need-based grants
from MIt and thirteen percent get
aid from outside MIT.
The increases
in tuition and
room and board were approved by
the MIT Corporation last Thursday.

to

June 26-August 18,2000
· Arts & Sciences Courses
• English Language Programs
• High School Program
• Professional Studies
VOICEMAIL:
E-MAIL:
I:-IFORMATlO:-l:

Nolhinghol
ever comes
· .Ioyour
dorm room.

617496-5000
summer@hudce.harvard.edu
617495-4024
51 Brattle Street

Late night hookups

Cambridge, MA 02138 USA

~HA
~

VARD

SUMMER SCHOOL
www.summer.harvard.edu
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campusJood.com
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MIT List Visual Arts Center
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KNOWMAD Confederate
MIT Room 10-250

Our new design and marketing teams are
driving the success of innovative new
programmable analog products. Join the
team and be part of a company enjoying
increased stock appreciation (2,000%),
and sales growth. .
Xicor is a leading provider of reprogrammable smart analog and digital products used
world wide in telecommunications, consumer
electronics, computers and peripherals,
transportation and instrumentation. We
offer state-of-the-art technology with a
commitment to new research and development in a creative and positive environment.

. our Website at www.xicor.com for more information on cool job
opportunities at Xicor. We are looking for:

Mel Chin
In conjunction with the exhibition

Technical Marketil1g Engineer

Analog Design Engineer

Product Marketing Engineer

Product Engineer

XicOf is proud to be an equal opportunity
and affirmative action employer

KNOWMAO Confederacy
MAP: Motion + Action = Place

on view at the MIT List Visual Arts Center
-through April 9
Funded (in part) by
the Council for the Arts at MIT
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The National Song and Dance
,Co~pany of Mozamibique

(.1J.

Friday March 17, .2000
8:00pm

.Sanders Theater
H arvard Square
..

'

The National SJng and Danca a:rn~ny
of rvcZarTl ti qJ e p-esm1s an B.8Ctrifyi ng
~Q'"am of traditi a:'l al anctnorern ciinces.
W1h ri~ti ng' chor8~ra Ply. r:r8cjse erarna tic effects and tnJ nd ass en ergy; 30
pnfessi CJl aI dancers musidans and singers ca ~ure the s p rit of IVbzam tique.
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Please join us for a reception on 3/16, Rm #4-149,
. 6:00-8:00 p.m. We will be interviewing on
3/17, Career Serv.icesCenter, Rm #12-170

Thursday, March 9, 6:30 pm
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A Three-Day Insider's Look
into Management Consulting
for College Juniors
McKinsey & Company, a management

.

.

firm with over 5,500 consultants

consulting

in 80 offices in 42

countries, invites you"to gain insight into the world
.of management

consulting.

This comprehensive

.

seminar, designed exclusively for college juniors. will
cover a range of topics important to those who are
exploring career opportunities
consulting.

in management

The agenda willinclude:

• An introduction

to consulting via case excercises

• Team-based problem solving exercises.
• An interview workshop
• Recreational,

McKinsey&Company

AU applications must be received by March 13.
Applicants will be notified by mid-April.

Locations arevet to be determined.

For more information and an application, visit our
web site at http://www.mckinsey.comlinsightba
or
pick up a brochure from your career services office.

All expenses willbe paid.
http://./

w· W .w . m c kin

activities

, Applicants should be expecting to finish their
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"T,re~,p~gram is' structured ,arwnd 'infQr~ at monthly dinners accompanied by
. p~se:ntatiohs ~re~cursi~S.
Presentatlors m~y re given b'y faCUlty members,
M'lT/artists -;in-residence,fellow students or Bait on- area artists

AppUcation forms are.avauable at3-234 ~nd E15-205
Monday - Friday9:00a'm, -,5:00pm
Fo'r more intorrnancn
call 253·405 or email C hen@medi .mit. u
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IFC Prepared to Take Steps
To Keep Cambridge Parties
Ucenslng, from Page 1
disability requirements or changing
zoning could prove prohibitively
costly for the houses.
Dormitories also must abide by
these regulations, but most already
have the necessary assembly permits and will not be affected, said
Associate Dean Andrew M. Eisenmann '70.
The IFC, along with the administration, is prepared to take all' necessary steps to gain whatever permits
are necessary to allow large events
to continue
in Cambridge.
In a
widely circulated e-mail, IFC president Darnien A. Brosnan '01 said,
"We as an FSILG community must
'take the first step in ensuring that

\By order of the Cambridge Ucensing Commission, Alpha Tau Omega
Is under a 1C).day housing suspension during next fall's rush.

:Even
E~er
than
1040EZ..
Introducing TeleFile ,
. from the IRS. If you

.

'

are single and filed
Form l040EZ last year,
you can file your tax
return in ten minutes

fraternities have also agreed to hire
full-time managers who are not
members of the fraternity. ATO, in
addition, has agreed to hire security at the house at times such as
holidays when few brothers are
present.
While the rush suspensions are
serious, Kappa Sig, despite their.
prior record with the commission,
avoided the much harsher penalty of
revocation. "[The commissioners]
were going to revoke," Scali said.
Kappa Sig, along with ATO, met
with administration
officials and
IFC representatives
to discuss the
houses' cases at an eleventh hour
meeting the night before the dec i- .
sion hearing.
Co-Director
of Government
Relations Sarah E. Gallop said that
the meeting, which included Eisenmann, Dorow, and Dean of Students
Margaret R. Bates, resulted i both
houses producing proposals that
were presented to the board the next
day.
Those proposals were nearly
identical to the sanctions handed
'down by the board but lacked the
license suspensions,
•
Both sides agreed that the depth
of Kappa Sigma's proposal swayed
the board. "Kappa Sigma did a
very good job coming up with a
plan,"
Scali said. The board
approved of this proactive measure,
he said.
Kappa Sigma President Christopher J. Peikert '00 said that the
house's "previous experience with
the CLC was enlightening."
ATO's penalty was harsh compared to the one-year alcohol suspension Kappa Sig was hit with in
their first trip before the commission. We "had a clean record going
in ... [We] .expected a punishment
similar to the first" Kappa Sig sanction, President Jeffrey J. Billing '01
said.
....
Scali said that additional evidence as well as contradictions
between the house's and Campus
Police reports of the events of New
Year's eve 'led to the sanction.
.
- ATO's plan was "not as far
reaching as Kappa Sigma's," Gallop
said. In addition, the board was disappointedthat
the house didn't do
more to take responsibility
for
errors, she said.

•
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Kappa Sigma is under a 30-day housing
fall's rush,

suspension

during next

Freshmen!
.Come.to the Economics
Department Undergraduate
Open House
Wednesday, March 8
Faculty Club (E52-6th floor)
'4:00-5:00 p.~.

Refreshments
.will be served!

'Egg.Donor wanted

$7500 -+- expenses
.

Looking for healthy, energetic, attractive.
woman between the 'ages of 18-33·with
'high IQ. Prefer straight blonde/light brown
hair, green/blue eyes, Ialr complexion.
Medical students a plus. Should be 5'4" or
taller. Please send all pertinent .
information with
photos to:

Undergrads • Graduate Students
• Fulfill a distribution or"general education requirement
• Accelerate progress towards your degree, or minor
• Live on campus - 35 miles south of San Francisco
• Over 200 classes offered in more than 50 departments
Courses
such' as: Physics,
Economics,
Biology,
Engineering, Music, Computer Science, Philosophy, Drama,
Classics, Athletics,
Literature,
Intensive Languages,
Chemistry, .Psychology, Mathematics, Anthropology

by phone. Anytime.
Check your tax booklet
for information.

TeleRIe
It's free. It's fast It works.
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,Building 590, Ground Roar
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Stanford. CA 94305-3005.
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Ckaitging for good.
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"Bank of the Last 25 Years" as' awarded by International. Financing
Review, the journal of record of the international capital markets.

.

.

Credit Suisse First Boston has set the standard for investment banking
over the past 25 years. Now it's your turn. We are looking for the most
talented individuals to join our efforts, to ensure we remain the Bank for
the next 25 years. Please contact us at csfb.com/careeropportunities/

CREDIT
SUISSE

FIRST
BOSTON

·www.csfb.com
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6hopra E:xponnds Oil Vedanta
By Anlrban Nayak
Consider the wit of Ronald Reagan and the charisma of Roberto
Benini. Add to these characteristics
the oratory ardor of an evangelical
cleric, and whom do you get?
None other than Deepak Chopra,
the controversial
medical doctor
who shared some of his views on
science, medicine, and life on Sunday at Wong Auditorium.
Chopra comes from an ancient
Indian school of thought known as
Vedanta and from the outset sought
to dispel some of the mysticism
associated with Eastern philosophy.
"Vedanta is actually a very practical science," Chopra said .

evolve into our separate conscious
states" can help us develop perceptual and cognitive mechanisms that
may not only bring us a sense of
well-being but may, in fact, help us
fight disease.
This is precisely why Chopra's
views on health are so controversial. As most physicians
would
contend, it takes much more than
manipulating the psyche to circumvent the vast majority of physical
ailments.
Audience reaction positive
During much of his lecture,

Chopra took his audience on a journey through a myriad of scientific
domains - from the depths of the
subatomic world to the heights of
the cosmos. On several occasions,
he tried to demonstrate how Vedantic principles are consistent with
those of contemporary science.
His unique blend of philosophy,
religion, and science made for an
interesting talk that seemed to have
a palpable effect on his audience.
According to one audience member, "He brings with him a different
perspective and has made me look
at science in a new way."

Peter Singer
DeCamp Professor
author of

of Bioethics

at Princeton

University

Animal Liberation and
A Darwinian Left:
Politics, Evolution, and Cooperation
Steven M. Wise
Lecturer on Law at Harvard Law School and John Marshall
author of

Law School

Rattling the Cage
March 9th, 2000
1:00 PM -3:00 PM
Norton Lecture Hall in the Fogg Museum
32 Quincy. Street. Cambridge

.

Chopra explains philosophy
"Like modern scientists,
the
ancient disciples of Vedanta were
using a methodology,
a protocol,
and a way of making experimental
observations. However, the observations they were making were not
necessarily of the external world but
of the internal world," Chopra said.
These observations, according to
Chopra, have significance to our
health.
He said that our existence is based
upon different states of consciousness. "And these different states of
consciousness create their own biology and.their own physiology." .
Chopra feels that "learning to

ANIMAL RIGHTS

Rattling
the Cagtt makes stunningly
clear our failure to recognize
the fundamental
of animals in light of what we know about their intelligence
and emotions.
Animal
human

Liberation
has inspired a wor1dwide movement
to argue
suffering must also oppose the suffering of animals.

Join us for a passionate
advocates.

discussion

between

two of toda.,s leading

Tickets are reqUired but complimentary,
Book'Store.
1256 Mass.

Ave. Cambridge

617-661-1515

that those

animal

rights

who oppose

rights

and may be picked up at Harvard

www.harvard.com

Partial proceeds from book sales will be donated to The Great Ape Project.

---------Controversial
after. his

medical doctor Deepak Chopra signs books for fans

lecture

Sunday

In Wong
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FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
JI~A~[REf Ean'be so'
rewarding, you'll wonder
whY'gou didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to-build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-def~rred Supplemental Retirement Annuities
(SRAs)from T1AA-CREF..

'EbOTTErtr
J;.T"QTrto 'NrO!
,

I~,

Dates to
Remember:
Lottery Opens:
- March 6, 2000
,.
Lottery Closes:
March -14'at 1:00PM
Leite Re'gistration
in PEl Office:
March 15, 2000
'.

!

Ie,.

.»

For ~

you can easily build income to supplement you~ pension

..

c

$J!J2 !~~._._.
567,"514

and Social Security.
And"your contributions to SRAsgrow undiminished by
taxes until you withdraw the funds.' Add to that T1AA-

~1{~~~
._------ - - - _.~
5]1,9]]

CREF's-solid investment performance, bolstered by our
commitment to keeping. expenses low, and you have more

$1]~~~~ .

money working for you.

511,609

So why wait? let us help you build a comfortable retireINVESTAS UTTLEAS ment today with tax-deferred
$25 a month·
through an automatic SRAs.We think you will find it
payroll plan2

•

~

.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

L..-

--'

rewarding in the years to come.

'0 YEARS

18YfARS

lIYEARS

In this hypothetical example. setting aside 5100 a month
in a tax-deferred investment with an B%retlrn in a
28% tax bracket shows better growth than the same
net amount put iota a sayings auaunt.]

-

info contact PE Office.: 253-4291

1. Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59 1/2 are subject to restrictions,and may also be subje<:t to a 1O'll> additional tax. 2. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of $10.soo per year. To receiYea personalized cakulation of your maximum contribution, call TIM-eREF at 1 800 842-2776. 3. The chart abc1.'e is presented for illustrative
purposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future results. of any TIM-eREF account. or reflect expenses. TIM-eREF Individual and Institutional Services.
Inc. distributes CREFcertirates
and interests in the TIM Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services, inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TIM and TIM-eREF life Insurance Co. issue insurance and annuities. TIM-eREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
1__..
products _ not FDIC 1n-.4...., ........ lInd ... not ..... guarantMcl.For
more complete information on our securities products, including charges and
expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, ext. S509, fo~the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money. 0 2000 TlM-eREF 1/00.
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17/HR. AT Tutor
eeded in all part of A.
Flexible hour.
eed car.
SUMMIT
EIU'.A1'DW..
C ..0 U •
Top Standardized Score.
in. a ail. through May.
College student or graduate or others:
Call M W F 617-9~6-8541 or apply at
ww.mytutor.com/jobs

••

EAR

UP TO
$6001 o TH
The Cambridge office of California Cryobank,lnc, is seeking healthy
males between the ages of 19 and 39 to participate in our anonymous
sperm donation program. To qualify, you must be 5'9" or taller, enrolled
in or graduated from a 4-year collegejuniversity, and be able to commit
for' ~9 months .. Donors are compensated $50.00 for each acceptable
donation provided. Hours: 8:00AM to 6:00PM Monday-Friday Call
California Cryobank, Inc. at (617)-497-8646 to see if YOU qualify!

This space donated by The Tech

AlTENTION
UNDERGRADUATE
AND

~

GRADUATE

STUDENTS

(Next Grants Deadline: March 10 ll!l)

WO,RLDWIDE

E·NTER.COM

.ta mpusCalleerCe ntef.~om<,·.

days we"r~ filled with frustrat"1on could anyone understand how I yearned
to express myself artistically?

"My

The world's Jarge$t campus job fair

One day my officemate, Ted, seemed
particularly fulI filled ••••

MIT

Emile Bustani Middle Eas't
Seminar
Bow about my re.ume?
And. letters of
recODDendatio.n? ...

About one month after the deadline, it was time to meet with a
member of the Council to talk
about my pr~ject

MY site visit with a Grants
committee member went well.
Encouraging?
And how J

presents

Dr. Sulayman Khalaf
Visiting Scholar, CMES
Harvard Univeristy

Bill,I am confident
that your song cycle
·Problem Setsn, will
have a great deal of
relevance for MIT
student
•••••
-

Tuesday, March 7, 2000

4:30 - 6:30 p.m,

1--~

......

---...---.oi!I~~

:r got the Grant!
Now my artistic
yearnings won' t
wither and die due
to lack of funds!

Thats r{ght! You too can be part of an
ARTS SUCCESS STORY/II
Apply to the Council for the Arts
at MIT Grants P~ogralJ1!!!!!!!
contact cohen@media.mit.edu for more
information, or go to:
http://web.mit.edu/arts/grants.html

E51-095
70 Memorial Drive
CambridgeOPEN TO THE PUBLIC'
Sponsored by the Center for International Studies;
Co-sponsored by the lmer-Uruverslty
Committee on International Migration

.
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Center
Breaks
Ground
By Katie Jeffreys
STAFF REPORTER

Officials from MIT and Cambridge joined hands and shared
shovels at a ground breaking ceremony Friday that marked the beginning of the construction phase of the
Ray and Maria Stata Center.
The ceremony began with brief
speeches by President Charles M.
Vest, Provost Robert A. Brown, and
Cambridge Mayor Anthony D. Galluccio. The speakers, along with
donors, Chairman of the Corporation'
Alexander V. d'Arbeloff '49, and
the client and project team then performe the shoveling duties at the
site where Building 20 used to stand.
MIT -Cambridge form new bond
Vest cited the ceremony as being
a symbolic moment in creating "the
next magic incubator." Building 20
was termed "the magic incubator"
because of the technological contributions the workers there brought to .
the world.
"We look forward to all the scientific innovations we know will
take place here," said Beth Rubenstein, assistant city manager for
community
development
and a
speaker at the ceremony.
Rubenstein cited the Stata Center
as an example of civic cooperation.
The plans of the buildings took into
, consideration pedestrian needs and
include a plaza available to the
greater Cambridge community.
. , In addition, Rubenstein said that
"the city was ~ery gratified that MIT
decided to locate the parking underground."
,
Galluccio echoed this support of
MIT -Cambridge relations. He sees'
the Center as a firscsteJl'
a series
of joint. p~~Jedts. d~l uctio has
called for MIT to become involved
in the Cambridge Public Schools"
technology programs arid help alleviate the Cambridge housing crunch
by building more Institute housing. '.
-He also' JOKedthaf he was pleased
that the Stata Center is a building
whose name ends in a vowel.

TheM IT international Science and Technology Initiative (MISTI)

Cordially inoites you to an Orientation session on the new

MIT

.FRANCE
Program

Speakers praise center design
The actual structure of the building received accolades as well. The
unique architecture of the building,
consisting
of non-perpendicular
lines, varying materials, and bright
colors will be a notable change to
the landscape of the northeast corner of campus.
"It will have an impact on everyone who drives by it, everyone who
goes in it, and everyone who has the
privilege of working in it," Brown
said.
In addition to the three stories of
underground
parking, which will
replace the East.Garage,
Brown
pointed out the athletics and day
care facilities, classrooms, ana common space as important features of
the building.
.
Big donors back center
Though the grouildbreaking ceremony took place last Friday, construction of the Stata Center is set to
begin later this spring. Designed by
renowned architect Frank O. Gehry,
the center will house primarily faculty in.computer science, electrical
engineering, artificial intelligence,
and brain and cognitive sciences:
The Stata Center has received
considerable fuiancial support from
donors such as William H. Gates ill
($20 million), Alexander W. Dreyfoos Jr. '54 ($15 million), and R y
and Maria Stata ($25 million). Many
of the donors to' the center were present at the groundbreaking cerem~ny:
turnout to the event was so high that
roughly twice as many people attended as there were seats available.
After the ceremony a reception
was held,. and photos and a. video
about the center were shown, along
with a time capsule of Building 20.

With

Jean Francois Large, Scientific Attache of the
French Embassy in Washington
and
Professor Suzanne 'Berger, Director of MISTI

Wednesday, March 15
5PM·
£53-482
Find out about paid 3-12 month
internships in France! All MIT students
welcome! Refreslnnents will be served!
Contact: S. Berka

Tel: (617) 253-6982 E-Mail: sberka@mit.edu
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from the secret files of

wetness and warmth for wussies

There's this place in France,
where the naked ladies dance.

And all the men go there,
just to see their underwear.

canno n

MQX'

I'just made that up.

You did not.
Everybody
knows that
dumb song.

'.
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.He'p Wanted
EGG DONORS NEEDEDU Desperately
'wanted by infertile, hopeful parents.
All races needed. Ages 21-30. Com- I
pensation
$·5,000.
Please ccill: ;
OPTIONS National Fertility Reglstryat ,
(800) 88&9373 or visit www.fertilityoptions.com
.

Become part of the most innovative and exciting team!
One of the fastest growing US technology companies (Forbes Magazine) seeks technical .
personnel-for the following:

- Software Engineer
- Software Quality Assurance Engineer
- Business Development Engineers
- Inorganic Chemistry Scientist and Physics
- Electrical, Mechanical and Civil Engineers
Summer Employment Opportunities in:
- Management Information Systems
-Manufacturing and Operations Management
For job descriptions, visit www.intellisense.com
number below.

or jobtrak.com or contact us at the

Intellisense Corporation
Founded in 1991, IntelliSense is a pre- IPO company specialized in Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems (MEMS). MEMS are miniature micron size devices that are
revolutionizing many traditional sensors and actuators.
.
We provide total MEMS solutions and are the only company that provides design tools
and modeling, product development engineering, and volume manufacturing within one
organization. The company is the market leader in the rapid pro due development and
CAD for MEMS market. IntelliSense was recently named one of the 50 fastest growing
companies in New England and one of the 500 fastest growing technology companies in
the USA.
'
Please email resumes to jobs@intellisense.com

or contact:

Human Resources, IntelliSense Corporation, 36 Jonspin Road, Wilmington, MA 01887
Phone: (978) 988-8000, Fax: (978) 988-8001
IntelliSense is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

-

A unique opportunity to help -mold!,
and develop a start up site linking
authors and agents, readers and critics this summer. 'Per hour, per week ..
or per month: Up to $3K/month or,
$10K for the summer. Aexible Hours. :
Graphical skills as well as technical;'
computer skills, database adrnln. t
required. Contact Seth Millstein,
steinphat@yahoo.com immediately.
HELP WANTED $17/Hr. SAT Tutors
Needed in all parts of MA. Flexible
Hours. Need Car. Top Standardized
Test Scores. Min. availability thru
May. College student or graduate.
Call 617-92&8541,M.W.F
or apply at
www.mytutor.com/jobs
Graduate Students Work with leading
companies on lucrative short-term
projects you can perform' from home.
Use the 'skills you already have.
Research, Writing, Analysis, etc.
Work as much/little as you like while
making your own schedule and $$$.
Visit www.flexmind.com
to learn
more. Get $15 just to register, $10
per qualified grad student you refer.
Get a head start on a hot INTERNET
career with a cool couege-tocused
start-up!
BOLDBRAIN.COM is looking for an energetic and entrepreneurial campus leader to market its website
to
students,
campus
organizations, and local merchants.
Must possess superior communication skitls and .knowledge of on/off
campus
life.
Salary + bonus.
10hour+/week for 6 weeks beginning
3/14.
Full-time opportunities potentially available. All majors welcome.
Email
resume
to
Michele@boldbrain.com
or fax to
. 202-332-5195.

Advertising Policy
Classified ads are due at 4:30 p.m.
two days before day of publication. and
must be prepaid and accompanied by a
complete address and phone number.
Send or bring ads. with payment. to
W2D-483 (84 Mass. Ave., Room 483.
Cambridge: MA 02139). Account
numbers
for
MIT departments
accepted. Sorry. no "perscnal" ads.
Contact our office for more details at,
25~324(fux:25~226}orads~h~
tech.mit.edu.
,
$5 per Insertion per unit of 35 words.
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Voters Switch Parties To Vote For McCain .
active. com >," Cholankeril said.

Primaries, from Page I
group," a sentiment echoed across
this heavily Democratic campus.
However, the campaign of John
McCain has captured the imagination of a number of students.
"I have always followed politics
closely, but never before have I had
so much enthusiasm for any candidate for public office" as I do for
McCain, said Cholankeril.
He said the group is "similar to
organizations that have sprung up at
, universities across the country as
more and more young people have
been inspired by McCain's reformminded message."
McCain's use of volunteers and
the Internet makes his campaign
accessible to students. "I myself first
got involved by signing up on the
website <httpi//www.mccaininter-

been one of the most unusual
Jimmy C. Wu '01, a member of . aspects of this campaign and the
MIT Students for McCain 2000,
SOUTCof many of McCain's victosaid he was first drawn to the Ari- ries.
zona senator by a Reader's Digest
"Senator McCain appeals to votarticle, two years ago. When he ers across the spectrum, and over
heard about the MIT group through 30,000 Democrats across the state
a general e-mail from Cholankeril, of Massachusetts were able to
be quickly joined.
switch their party affiliation in
McCain "is willing to speak his time," Cholankeril said. He said his
mind, even going against his own group aione had "helped over 150
party," Wu said.
people register or change their affiliation."
Democrats vote for McCain
Other activities, such as waving
Cholankeril'said the group has signs at subway stops and political
"been focused on turning out the events, have focused on "visibility,"
vote" for the primary tomorrow by Cholankeril said.
getting students to register and also,
Many McCain supporters wouldfollowing a state and national trend, n't support for the other Republican
by getting students to change their candidate, George W. Bush, should
party identification to make them he win the nomination.
eligible to vote for McCain.
"1' d rather vote for AI Gore than
McCain's unexpected appeal to Bush. My pecking order is McCain,
Democrats and Independents has AI Gore, Bill Bradley, and then

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Bush," Wu said.
Bradley, Gore eampalgns trong
Among Democrats on campus,
both Bradley and Gore have excited
.support.
"The reaction has been positive
for Bradley," Smith said. Even professors have told him, "Hey,
Bradley is my guy."
Smith said that Bradley's visit to
the MIT campus last fall as well as
his intellectual stature as a former
Rhodes Scholar have helped his reputation here.
However, Aaron B. Strauss '02,
co-president
of MIT College
Democrats and campus organizer
for the Gore campaign, was not
optimistic about Bradley'S chances
in the nation.
"Bradley has zero momentum
right now," Strauss said, predicting
a huge Gore victory tomorrow.
Democratic activism on campus
Both Bradley and Gore supporters have been working on getting
students registered and reminding
them to vote as well as taking part
in sign-waving around Boston and
Cambridge.
Smith said that this year's campaign is inspiring more enthusiasm
than previous ones had.
"I am definitely more interested
in this [campaign] than in the Clinton/Dole" contest of 1996, Smith
said: noting that the element of contest and suspense is real this year.
.Strauss said that few MIT students had time to worry about the
primary, however.
"This is MIT, so it's politically
apathetic," Strauss said. However,
he said he foresees "a huge absentee
ballot drive in the fall [allowing students to vote in the home states]
since the House is almost certainly
up for grabs."
Strauss said, "You'll find ,that a
lot of people [at MIT] are cynical"
about organized politics, "but will
go for specific issues not tacked' on
to a party."
He urged students to consider
working for a campaign.

Touchstone
Pictures

Page 29

PART TIME COMPUTER TECHNICIAN Baystate Financial Services
has an immediate opening for a Computer Technician with a minimum of 2
years experience. Hardware and LAN
knowledge
is a must.
The right
applicants will also possess basic
Internet skills, software organizational skills and knowledge of Microsoft
Applications.
Baystate provides flexible business hours and competitive
pay in a fast-paced friendly environment. This is a great opportunity for
the right undergrad or graduate student.
Please send resumes
to:
Baystate
Financial Services Attn:
Robert Goscinak, One Exeter Plaza,
Suite 1400, Boston,
MA 02116
Email:
bgoscinak@bostonbfs.nefn.com.

.'nfonnatlon
NEED A PLACE TO STORE YOUR
STUFF FOR, THE SUMMER?
New
Self-Storage
Facility. Climate Controlled, Secure. Steps from the T.
Brighton Self-Storage 617-739-4401,
13pO Commonwealth Ave., Brightonselfstorage@yahoo.com

• Travel
GO DIRECT!We're the Amazon.com
of Spring Break! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE pricing
by eliminating middlemen! We have
other companies begging for mercy!
ALL destinations. Guaranteed Lowest
Price! 1-800-367-1252 www.springbreakdirect.com

u..
Gddocu.tifUI.

~

Advertising Policy
Classified ads are due at 4:30 p.m.
two days before day of publication, and
must be prepaid and accompanied by a
complete address and phone number.
Send or bring ads, with payment, to
W2D-483 (84 Mass. Ave., Room 483,
Cambridge,
MA 02139).
Account
numbers
for
MIT departments
accepted. Sorry, no "personal" ads.
Contact our office for more details at
258-8324 (fax: 258-8226) or ads@thetech.mit.edu.
$5 per Insertion per unit of 35 words.

$S;
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COMPLIMENTARY ADVANCE SCREENING
MASSACHUSSETS INSTITUTE ·OF TECHNOLOGY
@ 26-100

aJu.
~

Ju,...

8:00 PM Wednesday, March 8
FREE ADMISSION* while passes last
INFO?: call 258-8881
Isc@mit.edu
* Passes available in Lobby .16 at 6PM the day
of the show.

.~.
..m
8lli

Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early.

-
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sixdegrees·
www.lt.d.gr
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Presented in association with LSC
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Ready to turn your book smarts into Wall Street smarts? Then
enter iExchange.com's first Business School Challenge. We're
giving away $100,000 to the nation's brightest students at the
top business schools. All you have to do is log on, pick your
stocks and make some predictions. Then sit back and prepare
to give your fellow students a lesson in money management.
Grand Prize is $20,000 or a weekend in Los Angeles
to meet with idealab! Founder and Chairman, Bill Gross.
1st prize-$15,000; 2nd prize-$10,000; 3rd prize-$5,OOO;
4th prize-$5,OOO. Top three analysts at the five
schools with the highest participation rate wilJ receive
1st prize-$5,OOO; 2nd prize-$3,QOO; 3rd prize-$l,OOO.
Log on to www.iexchange.com/bsc/for more details. Contest
starts 2/29/2000. The first 500 entrants get $50 cash.
No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. ·iExchange.com $100,000 Challenge: ends May 26, 2000. For official rules and detats, log
on to www.iexchange.com/bsc/. Contest is open to legal residents of the United States who are fulHime or part-ame students or faculty
members of graduate school or an undergraduate college or university and have access to the internet and are at least 18 years of age as of
February 29, 2000. iExchange.com is an idealab! company.

Co-sponsored by

FORTUNE.
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YermontNo Match Women's earn earn
For Men Gymnasts Leads Strong Effo
Men's Gymnastics, from Page 32

routine (7.95 and bring MIT
further out of last place.

Women's GyImastics, !Iom Page 32

Dave Yin '03, who wasn't technically on the roster but whose unbridled enthusiasm overrode such tri ial technicalities. He entertained the
other teams with his newly-acquired
back handsprings until it was in his
best interest to stop.
Benji Sterling '03 soon took
over, up to his usual habit of adding
skills to his routines on the fly that
neither he nor the coach' thought he
would do. This earned him a 6.5.

The last competitor
was J.C.
Olsson '00, who really owed the
team a good routine after his floor
performance
where he basically
crawled around like a drunk looking
for hi keys in the dark. True to
form, he managed to pull through
and tie for third in the event with a
score of 8.65.
Engen also picked up a medal
for his all-around score, and the
team took home a trophy for vanquishing the hosting Catamounts.
The championship competition,
which attracted five teams in total,
was unsurprisingly won by the University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
who would have carried the meet
over MIT and Vermont even without
touching their final event.
But therein lies the rub, since
some of the members
of that
indomitable force had to suck up
their pride as MIT gymnasts took
them on individual events.

Beam is where it all came
together for MIT: Caitlin DwyerMc ally '03 had an early slip on
her routine but got back up to nail a
trick that she has been missing all
year and posted her season high
score'with an 8.15.
Then, the beam team accomplished something that has only been
done once before at MIT - four
scores of 9.1 or better. The foursome
in order were Ellingson (9.1), Ellefson (9.15), Wolf (9.1), and Shui
(9.15). Robin Chiu '00 closed out
the beam set with a shaky 7.2, but
MIT had already totaled up its best
beam effort of the year with a 44.65.
While MIT was rocking beam,
UMass was putting on a show on
floor scoring a 48.95 event total (out
of possible 50 points) which included
a pair of 9.8s by Megan Donoghue
and T eft, and .a 9.85 by Mandy
Mosby. Lastly, on floor, MIT danced
their hearts out for their seniors total-

The Engineers ran head to
head with Vermont until the last
event, which brought it down to
the wire with the four remaining
gymnasts. This inspired the solo
feat of the day by Luke Massery
'02,. who threw
the one
respectable high bar dismount of
the MIT team, called a "CajonesGrandes Saito" (a double back
with a full twist).
Rookie
Damien Engen '03 fought past a
rough start to nail another solid

.Solution to

ing a 45.825 event score which was
closed out with an 8.25 from Chiu
and a season high 9.1 from Cheng.
U-Mass, on the other hand, gave
away a couple of points on beam as
only two of their six competitors
were able to stay on the equipment.
evertheless, they put on quite a
show and it was a great experience
to have them come to MIT.
Seniors Cheng and Chiu have
one last opportunity to compete at
home as this year MIT is hosting the
Division III Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
Championships
Saturday at 1 p.m. The meet will
take place in Rockwell Cage rather
than in DuPont and wiJI display the
best of Division III gymnastics in
the east. This meet will determine
which teams move on to the Division III ationals Championships in
Springfield, Mass., on March 24-25.
As a final note, Ellefson will be
defending her ECAC All-Around
title which she earned last year with
an ECAC record 38.125.

1 year old, 1991

2 years old, 1992

'Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed bya drunk driver
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
If you don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.

liill@'t11N:;"Diill@+i,Ji!l1j,)di@,
u.s. Department
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Call For Nominations
The Nominations Deadline for the. 2000 Institute Awards is
Friday, March 17, 1999

to you, .all sorts

of everyday

products

are

being made from the paper,

Karl Taylor Compton Prize
William L Stewart, Jr. Award
James N. Murphy Award
AI
G. Hill Prize

But to keep recycling
working

to help protect the

~
environment.

you need to

BUY RICYCLED,.

I

A1!IDSAYE;;i
So Wok for products made
from recycled ~aterials,

and

King Gray Award for PUblic Service
.Laya W. Wiesner Award

Association of MIT Aiumnae (AMITA) Senior Academic Award
Everett Moore Baker Memorial Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching
Arthur C. Smith Award
Irwin Sizer Award for the Most Significant Improvement to MIT Education
Graduate Student Council Teaching Awards
Edward L Horton Fellowship Award

buy those products.

I
,Iii

Frank E. Perkins Award
Laya and Jerome B. Wiesner Award·
Louis Sudler Prize in the Arts·
Gordon Y Billard"
Goodwin Medal·

buy the~. ~t would mean the

I

world to all of us.

For a free brochure,

write

I:Iii
I

Buy Recycled, Environment~
Defense Fund, ]S7 Park Ave.
South. New York. NY 10010,
or call1-800-CAll-EDF.

11l~~
i~\IIlI'1W.·..y.a...
ENYlIlOfIm.Il~
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This space donated by The Tech

Please mail all nominations to the attention of the:
The Awards Committee, W20-500
Copies of the awards descriptions may be picked up in W20-500 (CAC)

Questions?

awardsfsmit.edu

of TllII1$pOI1abon

This space donated by the Tech

INSTITUTE A WARDS
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Women Cut Previous Loss by 14 Points
By Eduardo Ovalle

UMas
to within
16, scoring
174.775 to the Minutewomen's
190.675.
The University
of MassachuMIT began the day on vault. All
etts at Amherst women's gymnassix vaulters performed very well
tics team marched into last Saturincluding Lindsey Wolf '03 who
day's meef at DuPont
executed a front handspring front
Gynma ium holding
tuck (the most difficult vault in the
silly balloons
and
wearing cartoon char- ' MIT line-up) which garnered a 9.0.
tephanie Cheng '00 delivered a
acter slippers.
career high 8.8 on a handspring full
The bizarre. enThe Engineers totaled 43.375
trance was the inutewomen's way
while UMas was posting a very
of paying tribute to how much fun
impressive 48.10 set on bars which
the MIT squad has .when they comincluded
a 9.85 from former
pete, UMass coach Dave Kuzara
national team member Katie Teft,
said that the MIT team ha more fun
which deserved a score closer to a
. than any other.
perfect 10.0.
The day was also special for the
MIT seniors, who were competing
MIT comes together on the beam
in their final home meet. To honor
On bars, MIT's line-up was basithe seniors, they were allowed to
cally in reverse
order as the
complete last, so the lineup was
strongest bar worker, Sonja Ellefson
very random.
'01, led off, and again Cheng went
Despite the fanfare, Ll-Mass, the
last. Team bars were a little shaky
sixth ranked Division I team in the
as the team seem to be having a litregion, handily beat MIT. But the
tle too much fun and took some
Lady Engineers fared better than at
uncharacteristic
spills. Ellefson
a meet against UMass five years
posted a season high 9.575 and Shui
ago, where they lost by over 30
followed with an 8.65 which conpoints.
tributed to a 40.925 event total,
This was the UMass women's
In the meantime, the Minutefirst trip ever to DuPont (their men's
women ran off a 47.175 vault set led
team competes here often) and it
by Teft's layout Yurchenko vault
was a real treat to watch 9.8s and
9.85s flying in the gym from some . for a 9.625.
of their very talented gymnasts.
Women's Gymnastics, Page 31
This time around, MIT kept
HEAD COACH

MIODRAG

Strong performances on the beam led the women's gymnastics
selves and rival UMASS at their tlnal home meet of the season.

CIRKOVIC-THE

TECH

team to close the gap between them-

Gymnasts Beat Arch-Rival Vennont
By J. C. Olsson
TEAM MEMBER

The computer tallied the scores,
they double checked by calculator,
hand, abacus, and even scanned for
viruses but the result
was undeniablethe men's gymnastics
team didn't <come in
last at the New England Championship in

Vermont last Saturday. They handily defeated their longtime rivals, the
University
of Vermont,
with a
score of 174.85 to 170.7.
This was the last competition for
Max Fischer '00,. ending his four
'year demonstration
that on many
events sheer strength inconspicuously supplants ability. However,
this Saturday he combined the two
on parallel bars (6.9) and rings

(6.05), where he did more planches
in two routines than most teams did
in the whole meet. .
Fischer will end his career one
meet early due to an ill-planned trip
to Cancun. His feet may be in the
sand, but his heart will be with the
team.
MIT started off on floor ,)Vith
r

L,

Men's Gymnastics,

s,
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Women Place Fifth at Championship .MIT Women Track'StarS""
By Jennifer Navarro
TEAM CAPTAiN

school record of 4:08.52 by 3.5 seconds.

The women's varsity swim team .
200 medley leads second day
placed fifth at the New England
The second day of the meet the
Women's Swimming and Diving
engineers proved to be just as strong
Championships
on
as on the first day. Alberi, Engst,
February 18-21. This
Navarro, and Harsanyi captured
was the final champifourth in the 200 medley relay with
onship swim meet of
a time of 1:53.16.
the season for the 32
Alberi again dominated the backteams and over 400
stroke with a second place finish in
women athletes competing in the
the 100 backstroke, just breaking the
three-day event.
minute mark with a national qualifyStarting off the meet strong with
ing time of 59.99. Navarro followed
a sixth place finish and a time of 1
with an eighth place finish in the 100
minute, 43.08 seconds were Kirstin
butterfly at 1:00.34.
.
Alberi '03, Ellen Kim '03, Andrea
The 800 freestyle
relay of
Harsanyi '02, and Lauren Erb '01 in
Navarro, Angelique
Dousis '00,
the 200-yard freestyle relay.
Harsanyi, and Erb fmished off the
'Building on the strong opening
night with a respectable ninth place
by the relay, Alberi placed third in
thanks to remarkable
swims by
the 50-yard backstroke with a time
sprinters Harsanyi and Erb.
of 28.49, The 50-yard butterfly was
The Lady Engineers
battled
dominated by MIT with two high
exhaustion as it came to the third
finishes. Andrea Harsanyi '02 took
and last day of the' meet, but
seventh with a time of27.69 and coexhaustion lost and was nowhere to
captain Jennifer Navarro '00 placed
be seen in the pool when the engithird with 27.38.
neers were racing. Alberi cleaned
The first day of competition finup the 200 backstroke with a secished with a record-shattering
400
ond place finish and a national
medley relay led off by the standout
qualifying time of2:09.82.
fres-hman backstroker, Alberi, folEngst, known to out-touch her
lowed by Lea Engst '02, Navarro,
competition
by .001 seconds,
and anchored by Erb. The relay took
crushed the eight-year school record
fourth place overall with a time of
in the 200 breastroke with a time of .
4:04.99, smashing the previous MIT

MARKETING

2:30.20 at eleventh place finish.
MIT's two energized distance swimmers, Allison Fielder '02 and Kristen Clements '02, had a spectacular
showing in the mile (1,650 yards).
400 relay finishes meet
Clements easily broke the 19minute mark with a time of 18:55.82
which earned her a 13th place finish.
Fielder had a rough start with leaking goggles but pulled out a season
best time of 19: lO.3l at 16th place.
The finale was a third-place finish in the 400 freestyle relay by
Navarro, Harsayni, Erb, and Alberi.
The relay touched out the top-three
powerhouse Middlebury College for
the- third place finish in the relay.
MIT head coach Mary Ellen
Mclaughlin built up and coached the
Middlebury
team for 12 years
before coming to the MIT in 1997.
The third-place
finish in the
relay led to a final team score of
575.50 points and a-fifth place finish, just beating out Bates College
by 2.5 points.
.,
This finish ties with the best ever
by the Lady Engineers at the New
England Championship.
Alberi heads to NCAA Nationals
at Emory University
in Atlanta,
Georgia, March 9-11, swimming
the 100 and 200 backstroke and the
500 freestyle.

RESEARCH· STUDY

We are conducting a study about perceptions of companies. We need to interview
graduating seniors and graduate students in the next few days. The interview will
take about 30 minutes and we are giving $100 as a thank

)OU

for your help.

If you are a graduate student or graduating student in Biology,Chemical
Engineering, Chemistry, Environmental Engineering, Industrial Engineering,
Pharmacy or Process Engineering and you intend to go into industry upon
graduation and you have a B average or better, please call us at 80Q-{)83-128T
extension 127 and ask for Elaine to see if you qualify and schedule aninterview,
Proof of major and standing will be required at the interview.

Compete in Championship
By Deborah S. Won
TEAM CAPTAIN

Several
members
of the
women's
indoor track and field
team competed this weekend at the
All New England
Championship
against schools from
all divisions.
Princess
Imou,
khuede' 02 is now a
mere 1.5 inches away from automatic NCAA standards, bettering
her personal best by over 6 inches.
Regina 'Sam '02 ran the 200meter -dash in 27.07 seconds, scoring the team's fastest flat-track
indoor time.
Chi-An Wang '01 also set a
school record, finishing in 1:22.48
in the 500-meter race.
.
The 4x200-meter relay of Adeline Kuo '02, Sam, Alyssa Thorvaldsen '00, and Rene Bowen '00
rocked the house and ran the fastest
Tech Track has seen yet at 1:48.49.
Vanessa Li '02 soared to great

heights with a vault of 10-6 that'
tied her for third in the nation with
a handfuLof others. Stephanie Norris '02 will haveanother chance at
ECAC's after an additional week
of practice on' her new pole to better her provisional
qualifying
mark.
Thorvaldsen
broke her own
school record - twice -'- while
qualifying for the 55-meter hurdles
finals. She went on to place seventh in the finals.
Sam, Banful, Wang, and Thor-'
valdsen went into the 4x400-meter
relay with an excellent chance to
break the school record. However,
by the anchor leg they. were cutting
it close, and would need a sub-60
for the final 400: Thorvaldsen
went way under/that sub-60 mark,
with a split of 58.4, bringing the
total time to a record-breaking
4:04.71.
Imoukhuede, Li, and Thorvaldsen all earned All New England
honors.

Scorecard
Team Scores
.
I UConn J26.50;'2 Boston College 94.50; 3 Northeastern 71; 4 UMass/LoweIl67;
5 UVermont 58.50; 6 UNew Hampshire 55; 7 Wheaton 48; 8 URhode Island 37.50; 9
Umass/ Amherst 34; 10 UMaine 31.50; II Boston University 26; 11 Central Connecticut 26;
13 Amherst 22; 14 Springfield 21; 14 Tufts 21; 16 Middlebury 15; 17 Colby II; 18
WilliamslO; 19 MIT 8; 19 Holy Cross 8; 21 Southern Connecticut 6.50; 22 Bowdoin 6; 22
Brandeis 6; 24 Sacred Heart 4; 25 Keene St. 2; 25 Stonehill 2 ..
Shot Put
Princess Imoukhuede 38-11 3/4 [ECAC]
Pole Vault
5 Vanessa Li 10-6 1/4 [PR,
Weight Throw
7 Princess Imoukhuede 50-11 112
[PR,VR, NCAA again, but improvement]
Triple Jump
Theresa Burianek No Mark
55 meter hurdles
7 Alyssa Thorvaldsen 8.58F [PR,VR,
NCAA]
55 meter dash
Afua Banful 7.73t [PR,RR, ECAC]
200 meter dash
Regina Sam 27.07 [PR, ECAC]
500 meter
Chi-An Wang 1:22.48 [PR, VR, ECAC]
Mile Race

Robin Evans 5:33.00 (PRJ
4x200 meter relay
Kuo, Sam, Bowen, Thorvaldsen
[VR,TB]
4x4 meter relay
(Kuo, Sam, Thorvaldsen, Bowen)
[VR,TB]

1:48.49

4:04.71

